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THE KB NNA RECORD.
KENNA, CHAVES COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, JULY

VOL. 7.
SERIOUSLY

NIPPED

It Was No Time for James Henry
Canfield to Think of

Peniteie.

wondering. "James Henry certainly
needs to get away from business and
society and take a complete rest," she
decided, sympathetically.
They were met at the Ridgeford
railway station by the Lovejoy hired
man with a
democrat.
While they were being hauled up the
first long hill to the farm the man
told them that a broken-dowUnitarian minister, a young lady and the
young lady's aunt were the only boarders already there. Even Mrs. Can-fielwas not sufficiently Interested to
ask for further particulars.
To escape greetings and Introductions, James Henry Jumped from the
seat of the democrat at the foot of
the last hill and proceeded to stretch
his legs along the footpath which he
had helped to wear, two years before.
The path ended at the pebbly shore
of the pond, and there was the same
freshly painted.
She was In the boat, In the act of
pushing off; but she waited for him
with a bright smile of greeting.
James Henry was old enough, and
he had been In love times enough, not
tortave his heart pound so ridiculously as It did when the boat rocked under them and the pebbly shore receded. For she was rowing and talking
r,
precisely as if there had been no
interruption.
They got out on Paradise Island, so
christened by her, as he
been
vain enough to believe, because of the
blissful hours they had spent there toBy this time James Henry
gether.
had worked himself Into quite a state
of feeling, and with a stage-villai- n
smile, he shoved the empty boat out
onto the receding waves.
As he faced her she gave him a
searching look, as 1 she were afraid
he was not quite right In his mind.
The stage villain smile was not reassuring, but she decided not to show
any misgivings.
"Doubtless you have a plan for getting me back In time for supper, Mr.
Confleld?" she suggested.
"That Isn't worrying me," he replied, malevolently. "The" wind" may
shift and drift the boat back to us
by the time I am ready to go."
"Oh, I would never have thought of
that," she confessed. She seated herself on the ground as If she were perfectly contented to wait
"You probably do not care to recall
the thirty-firs- t
of August, 1910, when
you and I were last together at this
very Bpot?" said Canfleld.
"And how black the sky grew, with
yellow clouds that rolled over and
over like wreaths of smoke?" she
prompted. "And how you rowed back
with might and main because it looked
like a hurricane and I was frightened 7
But It wasn't much of a storm, after1
all."
"It was enough of one to save me
from giving you a chance to laugh at
me. I was on the verge of proposing
to you that afternoon."
She was gazing out toward the
boat, which seemed to have met a
head-winthat whirled It around and
around halfway between the Island
and shore.
"I will admit," continued James
Henry, brazenly, "that It was not the
first occasion when I contemplated
proposing marriage; nor were you the
first Intended victim. But the other
by inward
times I was restrained
doubts Instead of by the Interposition
of a thunderstorm.
And the other
times I was glad afterward that I did
not commit myself. With you, 1
meant to find another opportunity."
He could see the color flaming In
her cheeks, while she kept her eyes
upon the boat He Imagined she was
praying that It might drift back so as
to allow her a chance to escape. . But
be felt that she deserved to listen to
all he had to say.
"I was looking forward to seeing
you the next summer," James Henry
"You sent me
went on, pitilessly.
that announcement the next June, and
at. the time I supposed I would be able
to cast the episode out of my mind.
I divided my August vacation between
mountains and seashore and returned
to worH as a relief to my nerves.
two-seate- d

n

By ERNEST A. YOUNG.

James Henry Canfleld, as cashier of
the Hepworth Trust company, detecta
ed the financial Ills of the bank's
for eleVen months of the year
with eyes that were hard, cold and
hawklike.
Then, during his August vacation
period at mountain, seashore or homely farm-housresort, the afore-men- !
tloned eyes became dove-lik- e
while he
made love to the summer glrL
For seven seasons James Henry
g
filled In the August
program without getting seriously nipped.
He could not even recall the name
of more than three of the seven or
eight summer sweethearts.
Tet all
the affairs had seemed serious while
they lasted.
He remembered their faces and
ways much better. In one case It
troubled him that the name had
dropped from his memory the one of
the two. years ago, up at the Lovejoy
farm.
It was she who had sent her wedding announcement the following June.
He lost the dainty engraved sheet the
same day he received It, and for the
life of him he could afterward recall
only her married surname.
He would not have been sure the
wedding notice came from that particular young lady but for the postmark and handwriting.
These were
the same as those on an envelope that
brought him a blurry smooch Intended to represent his own manly figure
Mn a pose beside the lane fence near
the Lovejoy pasture. For she had a
camera and snapped everything that
came her way.
"It wasn't Margy, nor was It
Edith," debated James Henry when
the Image of this girl who had figured
In the farm episode persisted In
haunting him.
It was the end of July and his vacation would begin the next week. A
post card from the Lovejoy farm was
Inviting him.
It wasn't much of a place, except
for that girl. Probably, he told --himself,
he would not be thinking of that
summer at all had she not the same
as told him, in sending him that wedding announcement, that there had
never been, a chance for him.
"She must have been engaged all
the while," he taunted himself by saving. "While I was flattered with the
notion that she was er a bit sore
because I didn't wind up by proposing, she was engaged to this what
d'ye call him Rochfort A peach of
a name, anyway; reminds me of a
kind of cheese!"
"We'll go up to the Lovejoy farm,
at Ridgeford, this year," he said to his
mother, the morning after the card arrived.
"Why to that lonesome place, James
Henry?" MrB. Canfleld demanded.
"For eleven months of the year I
have no chance to get lonesome," he
argued. "Besides, It Isn't the worst
place If you want to loaf around, row
a boat, fish, that eort of thing. Truth
Is, I'm tired of seeing a lot of people.
Society is punk. Say," he suddenly
added, "who was that girl? The one
at the Lovejoy farm?"
"If I'm not mistaken, there were five
young women at the Lovejoy " farm
while we were there," Mrs. Canfleld
told him. "Do you mean the one with
the pale blue eyes and faded hair?
Or the other blond who talked books
and art T"
"No, no!" snapped James Henry.
"The dark one, perhaps, who nagged
e

love-makin-

.

you- -"

"It doesn't matter," he again Interrupted. "She won't be there this year,
anyway, for she is married. HuBband's
name is Is Cheese!"
He chuckled maliciously as he went
down to .the bank, leaving his mother
Unlucky Name. '
Morgan came to the city to
celebrate the birth of her first grandson. There was much agitation over
the selection of a name, but the father
finally suggested "Ellas."
"Now, Annie," said Mrs. Morgan to
her daughter, "don't ye name your
boy any such name."
"Why, mother?"
"Because," explained Mrs. Morgan,
"I bin readln' o' them Aliases In yer
papers since I've bin here. There's
AUai Thompson, Alias Williams, Alias
'

Mrs.

d

row-boa-

t,

two-yea-

d

The rest of my confession Is, that
I decided to spend a month here this
year, solely because I believed I would
find where we were together, and living that season over again In memory
than I could enjoy anywhere else. 1
hardly need to say I never dreamed of
meeting you here."
"Why not?" she asked. "I cam

DINE

WELL

8IMPLE

MENU
8UPERIOR TO
MEAL OF MANY COURSES.

Fewer and Betttr Cooked Dishes Will
Please the Family and Also Do
Away With Much Hard Work
"Acknowledge the announcement of
In the Kitchen.
your marriage,' supplied James Henry
in a frigid tone.
To dine well means to the family
"The announcement of my mar- of modest means to dine simply. The
riage!" she exclaimed.
fewer the dishes the better the chance
"You sent It, didn't you?
Aren't of their being well cooked.
Many
you Mrs. Roland Roclftord? Have I
courses require trained service, and,
am I V
a more serious matter still, strain the
"Yes, you have, and you are!" She domestic machine to the breaking
sprang up and pointed at the boat point with the endles wlshwashing
while the wind blew freshly In thelf they Involve. Your true gourmet prefaces. "It la coming back," she cried, fers to feast delicately on fewer dishgleefully. "The wind has shifted."
es rather than confuse his palate
It was no time for James Henry to with many flavors. If this Is the
think of penitence, for opposite feel- attitude of your alimentary
conings were rampant She did not try noisseur, why not take the example
to escape from arms, nor did she even to heart when It means the eliminapretend she wanted to.
tion of endless work and the marked
"That was Nellie Vanston's wed- betterment of food and service ding," she told him as soon as he
The recipe accompanying this artiwould let her say anything coherent cle Is for a French fricassee that has
"I sent you the announcement, to be been handed down from mother to
sure, for I knew she wanted you to daughter In an old Huguenot family
know she got somebody after all the for six generations. Follow It carebook and art talk she wasted on you. fully and you will not complain beAnd to think you mistook her name cause there are no other courses to
for mine!"
follow:
The boat's keel scraped on the
gravel at their feet; but they were
Chicken fiicasae a, l'ancienne.
Mashed potatoes.
Blow rowing back. As they went up
Demi taase.
Fruit
the footpath toward the house James
Chicken frlcaaae 1 chicken, t onions, 1
Henry abruptly paused. "We're en- flaaa of white wine, 1 tablespoonful of
Shopped paraley, 2 tablespoonfula of butgaged now, aren't we?" he pleaded.
ter, i ' tableapoonf ula ot flour, 1 bay leaf,
"Why, I suppose so."
I whole pepper corns, 1 teaapoonful of
"I Just wanted to put It that way to ialt, teaapoonful of pepper.
my mother, but er " he laughed
Cut a well cleaned chicken in ten
sheepishly, "truth Is, If I was to be
electrocuted for It, I can't recall your pieces. Place the butter In a large
name! Actually, I'm In doubt betwixt saucepan, and when It Is melted, not
browned, add the chicken. Let It cook
Sibyl and Grace "
"You deserve never to hear It!" she Until the chicken becomes blanche.
That does not mean until the meat Is
cried.
It
Mrs. Canfleld met them at the door thoroughly cooked, but only until
with both hands outstretched in greet- turns white. Then add flour and cook
Until the flour Is thoroughly dissolved.
ing.
"Marlon Leslie, you dear!" she mur- Cover with cold water and stir until
the seathe sauce Is smooth. Add
mured.
'
soning and the wine.
The onions
(Copyright, 1913. by the McClura Newsshould be cut as thin as the blade of
paper Syndicate.)
a knife, as this Insures their dissolving completely. The fricassee should
Sea Shells Instead of Glass.
As a substitute for glass, sea shells never boll, or even cook hard, but
are used to splendid advantage in the but should simmer slowly tor an hour
Philippines. The windows in the main and a quarter. Add the parsley and
a drop or two ot lemon Juice, and
entrance of the Philippine General serve.
hospital, Manila, are probably as flno
Mashed Potatoes Boll eight potaa modem example of the use of sea
toes in salted water. When cooked
ll
shells as can be obtained. The
windows may also be seen at mash them with plenty ot butter and
make them
their best In the old churches. Ma- add enough hot milk Isto not
a single
nila alone uses in the neighborhood of soft. See that there
6,000,000 Kapas shells each year for lump left to insure this result. A
shells will good way Is to put them through a powindows. The largest-sizesquare about three Inches. These sell tato rlcer. When well beaten put back
for from $4 to $5 per 1.000, according In the fire In a double boiler to get
to quality. Shells that will form panes thoroughly heated, and Just before
of about two square Inches sell for serving beat up well with a little
They should be light as a
anywhere from $1.50 to $3 per 1,000, cream.
and are used for ordinary purposes, feather and of the consistency of a
In dwellings, stores, and the like. The puree.
shells are translucent and the light
Rug for Bathrom.
comes through them In a soft pearl-gra- y
Select
woolens and
tone.
mix with plenty of soft light, cotton
rags. Braid the pieces and sew Into
Would Not Survive Loss of Love.
a rug of the desired size. A pretty
Wives have been won more than and strong rug Is made by braiding
once by the toss of a coin, but never the rags In with burlap. Black stockunder more dramatic conditions than ings cut Into narrow strips make a
the following: Two Genoa woodcarv-ers- , good border, while the Inside should
who were rival suitors for the be made of
strips to give
hand of a pretty little milliner, de- a mottled effect Such ci rug will
cided to leave their fate to the de- wash and wear for years. Delicate
cision of a coin spun In the air. When colored rugs may be made In blue and
the fateful coin fell and Stgnor Nlzza white, green and white, or other light
saw that he had lost, he produced a summery combinations.
revolver and shot himself through the
head, falling dead at his successful
Dressing for Poultry.
rival's feet
Chop giblets till fine, add three
medlum-elzeonions and a half-IncBigger Dose.
slice of fat salt pork, and chop all to"My doctor ordered two weeks at gether till One. Moisten a half pound
the seashore."
of common crackers with boiling wa"He's a homeopath, isn't he?"
ter, or more crackers, according to size
"'YeB. Why?"
of bird. Chop this with other ingredi"Two weeks Is a smalldose. I'd ents, being sure to keep moist, but
go to an allopath and see If I couldn't not too soft Season with sage, pepget a trip to Europe."
per and salt to taste.

to"

?-

sea-she-

d

light-colore- d

h

k

Perseverance Key to Success.
In almost any narrow way of llvng
a man's life may be exceedingly simple, but if he wishes to escape from
this narrowness, unless circumstances
are much In his favor, he has to btaze
a pathway through all sorts of hindrances, and
often very much uphill,
before be- can get to the place of
wldet lnfluei.ee or outlook. It takes

TO

last year, as you might" have found
out had you taken the trouble to

all bin took up for courage; It takes great perseverance;
the Night-Hawstealln'. It uin't no good name, I tell ic takes an unconquerable hope to do
this.
ye"
a
'

EASY

Familiar Opinion.
"Yes; be was appointed counselor
to one of the departments at Washington."
"A legal Job, eh?"
"Yes; he renders opinions."
"And what was the first opinion he
rendered?"
"One to the effect that bis salary
ought to be raised."
A

NO.

11, 1913.

Repairing Wlndaw Shades.
Remove from the rollers, make a
hem on the unworn end of the shades
and Insert the stick, straighten the
worn end and tack It to the roller.
Always trim shades with a knife,
using a straight edge as a guide. This
makes a clean, smooth cut.

FIVE

PUDDINGS

MUCH

21,
LIKED

Younger Members of the Family Will
WelcomeThese as a Change
From Constant Pie.
Molasses Pudding. Take one beab
en egg, add one cup milk in which
dissolve one teaspoon soda, one cup
molasses, pinch of salt, one cup seeded raisins, one cup finely chopped suet
and flour enough to make a thick batter; steam two hours.
Hard Times Pudding. To one cup
cold water add one cup molasses, one
teaspoon each of salt and soda, and
flour enough to make stiff batter;
steam three hours and serve with
cream.
Honeycomb Pudding. Mix one-hal- f
cup sugar and one-hal- f
cup flour together, add one cup molasses, warm
one-hal- f
cup butter and one-hal- t
cup
milk together and add; then add four
eggs and one teaspoon of soda dissolved In a little hot water and bake
f
hour In buttered pudding
dish. Sauce: Beat the whites of two
eggs and
f
cup of powdered
sugar to a stiff froth, add a little lemone-hal-

one-hal-

on Juice.

Queen of Puddings. One pint of
milk, one cup of bread crumbs, the
yolks of two eggs,
cup of
f
sugar. Flavor with lemon. Bake and
cool, then spread Jelly or preserves
over top. Beat the white of eggs and
spread over that and brown. Add
big spoonful of sugar to the eggs.
Cocoanut Pudding. Soak one cup
of cocoanut In one pint of milk. Bring
to a boll and add one pint cold milk.
Thicken with one tablespoon of cornstarch. Add a little butter, salt, three
beaten eggs and sugar to taste.
one-hal-

TEMPT APPETITE OF INVALID
Individual Omelet Better Than One
Large One and Causes Very
Little More Bother.

For those who are so fortunate as
to have their breakfasts served on a
tray in their own room, or for the In-

valid, a most tempting way to serve
eggs Is In an Individual omelet, which
Is no more bother than a large one,
and Is far more appetizing.
Toast to a golden brown a slice of
bread, butter It and lay an Individual
omelet on It which Is prepared as follows: Beat one egg with a tablespoonful of milk and a bit of salt Put a
tin ring in a frying pan with a small
piece of butter and pour into the ring
the egg and milk mixture. Let It
brown a little on the bottom and then
turn It over. It will puff up very light
and brown delicately on top. Run a
knife around the edge and lift with a
griddle cake turner onto the toast
One may fold It over or leave It round
as preferred. It will slip from the ring
very easily and looks as good as U
tastes.
Teakettle Hint.
When taking a hot teakettle from
the stove to fill do not lift the lid and
allow the steam to rush luto the face
and on the hands, but first hold the
spout of the teakettle under a faucet
and turn on cold water for a second.
This takes up the heat and the lid
may then be removed and kettle filled
without much escaping steam.
Eggs.

Baked

Set Into the oven a white platter
large enough to hold the eggs to be
When. quite hot put Into it
cooked.
a small piece ot butter and a
of cream. Break each egg
carefully Into a saucer, and slip from
the saucer Into the platter. Sprinkle
lightly with pepper and salt, and bake
for tour or five minutes.
table-spoonf-

Breakfast Toast.
Melt a tablespoon of butter In a
skillet, when It bubbles add a heaping
tablespoon of flour and let cook a
minute. Pour In slowly stirring all
the time, one cup of milk, a dash of
pepper and a little mJjteE.d parsley.
Also halve a cup of finely boiled ham.
Spread on hot toast and serve.
8tuffed Celery.
This Is a particularly appetizing
relish to serve with a buffet jjtncheon:
Select crisp stalks of celery and cut
lengths. The
Into two or three-Incwith
hollow of each stalk Is filled
cream cheese mixed with chopped
pimentos and nuts, seasoned well with
mayonnaise.
h

Heavenly Gems.
Prevent Meat From Scorching.
One egg, one cup of sweet milk,
When roasting meat, and there la
two cups ot bread flour, two teaspoon-ful- s
of cream tartar, two teaspoonfuls danger of It becoming too brown,
cup melted butter. place a basin of water In the oven.
of soda,
The steam will prevent scorching.
Bake In gem pans. These are fine.
'

one-thir-

d
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PAY TRIBUTE

AT GETTYSBURG

WITH THE VETERANS

A

Dan C. Savage, Ed. & Pub.
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NEW MEXICO

more "la it hot enough for
you?" la a chestnut.

TO THE DEAD

Silent Salute by Regulars and
erans of Blue and Gray at
Gettysburg.

Vet-

Gettysburg, Pa. The regular army
paid tribute to the thousands who
sleep under the hills of Gettysburg.
Somewhere down in the heart of the
tented city a bugle sang out a silver
:
St
sweet cull, that wandered over the
t
It
C
3.1
I
field Lee and Meade made historic.
.v. ......
rr;.
..v.The big flag before the headquarters
of Genrral Liggett, flashing In sudden
curves of red and white and blue,
glorious in the sunshine of a perfect
July day came slowly half way down
1
'
the shaft In front of the tent, slioul-der- s
; -. '
squared, figures trim in summer
uniform of white, face toward the;
flag, the general clicked heels together and stood at attention.
Somewhere the guns of the Third
NOjCiBA s 1 1 KScfyvx
battery burst into staccato salute.
Every officer over the length and
breadth of that wide field, every enlisted man turned away from the duties of the moment
the flag,
heels together, heads up and eyes
alight with the sentiment of the hour.
sent
As the last gun of forty-eigh- t
the echoes clattering about Seminary
Ridge and Round Top, there was solemn silence, the hush of peace. Old
veterans who did not realize, perhaps,
exactly what was going on, stood silent
under tho spell of the universal feeling that seemed to sweep the field.
Even the clatter of pots and pans in
n
Ill
I
III
Illlllll
rr "
I
Hiimmi
"J
the mess tents was hushed and the
yells of cooks about to dish up tho
quarters
on Gettysburg battlefield during the
upper
veterans
of
photograph
shows
the
The
mid-dameal lowered to whispers. For
celebration. In the lower is seen the hospital established by the Pennsylvania state department of health.
live minutes the camp was quiet. Then
the bugle spoke again in notes more
Joyous. The silken flag leaped up the
BALLOONS WRECKED BY WIND
SAVED MANY LIVES Only Four Were Able to Get Away In CAUGHT THE F AKER Btaff to its- pinnacle and the noises
that 40.000 men can make resumed
the National Elimination Race
their sway, the regular army's tribute
at Kansas City.
to the dead and to the flag of a reAT
MINE ENGINEER REMAINED
Kansas City, Mo. Four of the eight NEW YORK MAN ADMITS WORK- united nation.
ING HOAX ON WALL
POST WITH FIRE ALL
giant racing balloons scheduled to
ABOUT HIM.
STREET.
CINCINNATI
STRIKE ENDED
start in the national race to choose
America's representatives
for the
James Gordon Bennett trophy contest
Employes of the Ice Plants Have Decided to Resume Their Work
MAY DIE FROM HIS INJURIES in France this fall, succeeded In mak- DAVID
LAMAR
CONFESSES
ing a start. They are:
at Once.
"The Kansas City I," entrant of the
Ice emCincinnati,
Kansas City Aero Club; "Million PopBut the Four Hundred Workmen Who
ulation Club," St Louis; "The Good- Told Senate Committee That He Im- ployes have decided td return to work,
Were In An llllois Coal Mine
personated Congressmen in Orthus ending an Ice strike which haa
year," Cincinnati, and the "Kansas
Were Safely Hoisted to
der to Help Out One of Hit
been In existence three weeks, has
City Post."
the Surface.
Friends.
caused much suffering and forced the
The event was officially styled the
city officials to seize the ice plants
race,
national
elimination
balloon
but
Duquoln, 111. Charles Matthis, chief
Washington, D. C. David Lamar, and operate them.
was not on the program that the
it
engineer at the Paradise coal mine, elimination ' should begin
The settlement was arranged follow-- ,
before Hie Wall Street operator and one time
f
one and
miles east of this big bags left the aviation Held. Yet confidante of Russell Sage, James R. lng a series of conferences between
city, saved four hundred men from that is Just what happened. Three Keene, and other financiers, amazed representatives of the unions and Ice
burning to death in the mine.
balloons, two of them contestants for the senate lobby committee by smil- manufacturers
The drivers and helpFor half an hour, while the flames the International contest honors and ingly and frankly tetlfying that It ers are to be granted an increase In
raged in the coal chutes a few feet the cups offered by the Kansas City was he who impersonated Representa- pay. and recognition of their union
away, Matthis stood at his post, work- Aero Club, were ripped open while at tive Maimer and Representative Rior-da- will be a subject of discussion. The
ing the hoist which brought the men the fillers and another came to earth
in telephone conversations with engineers and firemen's union will be
out of the
shaft, where, at Just after it had crossed the river Lewis Cass Ledyard, Paul D. Cravath, a recognized subject of discussion and
any moment, the fire was likely to into Clay county.
Chairman Robert S. Lovett of the other demands will be arbitrated.
break out. With hands blistered and
The unfortunate balloons were the Union Pacific board and other finanheat Lucerne, Dr. L. E. Custer of Dayton. ciers, telling them that Edward
hair singed by the furnace-lik- e
which beat on him, he paralleled the O., pilot; the Miss Sofia, William F.
a New York lawyer, could THE FOUR BALLOONS LAND
deed of Jim Bludsoe, who held a burnAssman of St. Louis, pilot; the Drift- do great things for them In Washinging steamboat's
"nozzle agin' the er, Albert Holtz of Cincinnati, pilot, ton.
Racers From Kansas City Came to
bank till the last galloot was ashore." and the Overland, Roy F. Donaldson,
A prosperous looking,
Earth in Michigan Contest
When all the men had tieen hoisted pilot. The first three were wrecked individual calling himself David LaIs Very Close.
out or had climbed to safety through on the ground and the fourth got away mar of New York,
as
T
vt
the air shaft Matthis staggered a few low down and struck- the ground Just an "operator in stocks," and admittedit... r
ni.
steps from the mouth of the mlne after getting clear of the river.
ly the bearer of several assumed ing balloons that went up from here
names, was the principal in the re- on the Fourth landed In eastern
and fell unconscious. He Was carried
ERIE BEGINS markable session. With entire aban- Michigan. The same stiff breeze from
to his home. Physicians say he Is In BIG FETE IN
a critical condition.
don arousing the committee to laugh- the southwest that bore them from
A moment after Matthis had left Celebration
of Commodore Perry's ter at times by his naive admissions,
Kansas City carried them straight,
his engine the cable with which he
he told of his impersonations, his par without mishap, to their landing
Victory In War of 1812 Attracts
had saved the host of men- - gave way,
ticipation in attempts to Influence Wall places.
Thousands of Visitors.
melted by the intense heat.
street operations, and his association
None of the four balloons was In
Erie, Pa. The centennial celebra with Edward Lauterbach, a New York the air twenty-fou- r
hours; they landed
KILLED IN COLUMBUS RACE tion of Perry's victory at the battle lawyer, in efforts to have Lauterbach
within a few hours of one another, and
of Lake Erie, which began with a retained by the Morgan firm, the
the distances covered do not vary
Harry Knight's Motor Car Upset While "peace Sunday," will continue every Union Pacific and other great inter- more than sixty-fiv- e
miles. They arey
throughout
evening
afternoon
and
the
Going 70 Miles An Hour Both
ests to head off congressional activity so close together that the winner probprogram
week. An elaborate
has been In Washington.
Occupants Dead.
ably will not be known until official
arranged for the entertainment of the
men
telephoned
and
financial
He
measurements are made.
Columbus, Ohio. Harry C. Knight of thousands of visitors already he3.
lawyers in the name of Representative
Indianapolis, known as the "hero of
The celebration in this city is but Palmer and Representative Riordan.
the Indianapolis speedway," was killed one of the many events arranged to He 'assumed the guise of Chairman KILLED IN OKLAHOMA FEUD
and his mechanician, Milton Michaells, commemorate the great naval battle McCombs of
the Democratic national
of Cloves, N. M., was injured so se- of the War of 1812. The list of
committee, to telephone to Chairman A Father and Son Slain at the Door of
verely he died a few hours later, when
will probably tlose with the Hilles of the Republican national comRural Church Near
Knight's car blew a right rear tire dedication of the Perry memorial now
Tahlequah.
mittee.
lap
on
eleventh
the
turned
and
turtle
nearlng completion on South Bass
motor car race given Island, near the western end of Lake
of the
Tahleqnah, Ok. In a quarrel that"
IT WAS THE SANEST FOURTH
under he auspices of the Columbus Erie.
arose over the management of a SunAutomobile Association.
wagon,
powder
The old DuPont
Parades and Patriotic Addresses Took day school class at Dykes Chapel, a
Knight had been out or the race for which was used for the transportation
the Place of Powder and
rural church a few miles south of
engine
thirty minutes because of
of ammunition in the war of 1S12,
Noise.
here, Matt Sanders, formerly sheriff
He made
trouble and had Just
trip from the Duof Cherokee county and father of a
was said to have been running at sev- Pont works In Wilmington, Del., and
Chicago, 111. The celebration ofthe
enty miles an hour when the accident arrived In Erie, when a reception In Fourth of July with fireworks, which Cherokee family, was stabbed fatally
and his son, Henry Sanders, Bhot to
occurred.
its honor took place. In the evening In former years caused the death or death, according to reports to the
e
j& leading citizen impersonating
or injury of an average of 4,000 a year, sheriff here. The crime is alleged to
Perry sailed into the harbor Is becoming a memory. The day have been committed by Henly and
IN KANSAS CPY
DENTISTS
on Perry's flagship, the Niagara, which passed' off this year with only eight Bill Johnson, brothers, who
are still
has been raised from the bott,om of
National Convention Listens to the Misery Bay. The Niagara was moored dead and 3G5 Injured in the entire at large.
country, reported up to midnight.
Address of President Frank O.
at the public wharf and will be open
The sane Fourth movement has A MISSOURI PACIFIC WRECK
Hetrlck of Ottawa, Kan.
of
to visitors during the remainder
spread
widely since last year, which
the week.- Mayor Stern of Erie deKansas City, Mo. Tho Century the- livered an address of welcome to the Bhowed a big reduction In casualties One Man Was Killed
and Thirty-Fiv- e
ater was thronged with dentists when "Commodore" at Perry square and as compared with previous years.
Injured When Passenger Train
meeting
of their national
the annual
In Kansas alone, fifty towns passed
presented to him the keys of the city.
Left Track.
association was called to order. The
ordinances this year forbidding the
association has Just been reorganized
deathdealing kind of celebration. PaJefferson City, Mo. Missouri PaCONDENSED NEWS ITEMS
on the plan of the American Medical
geants Illustrating the history' of the
cific train No. 1, that left St. Loula
10,000
association, and has more than
Hulled States have taken the place of
Twenty-fivpersons were injured, ambulances and fire engines in the at 9 a. m for Kansas City and the
members to start with. Its sessions
West, was wrecked between Etlah and
will continue through Friday, with four fatally, when two heavily loaded streets and cities.
Berger, at 11 o'clock. The engine
in
interurban cars collided head-oclinics and exhibitions.
Fireworks played the chief part in and seven cars went into the ditch.
Canyon,
Utuh.
were
At the opening session there
the 303 injuries, causing 1C4 accidents. Fnelnppr rtpnlnmln VIuvbi-- uto. nAiiirhi
addresses of welcome and responses
.Five persons were killed and three Toy cannons caused 21 accidents, gun- under the engine and killed, but Fireand rports of committees, after which injured when a train struck a wagon powder 63, firearms C5, toy pistols 35, man
Rush esoaped with comparPresident Frank O. Hetrlck of Otta- containing a picnic party near Quaker-town- . torpedoes 10, runaways 7 and bomb ativelyFredslight
Injuries.
Thlrty-8wa, Kan., delivered his address.
cane X,
Pa.
Dasseogeri were more or less Injured,
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Once

Changing seats In the boat begins
Its usual summer harvest.

1

m

Philadelphia may be a sleepy town,
but Its ball teams play between naps.
Somebody Is hoarding buffalo nickels, for one Is rarely seen In circulation.

i

Physicians never prescribe the rest
cure' for merchants who do not advertise.
The n.ikado of Japan has recovered,
although he had eight doctors in attendance.
The open season for fish stories Is
there is an
'
enormous supply.

and-face-

on, and It is reported

If alrboats become as popular as
automobiles it may be necessary to
roof the streets.
Was there ever a verdict of which
so many persons said: "Just exactly

what

I

,tv

--

expected?"

Now that warm weather is here we
can listen to our neighbors' pianos.
We can't help it.

m

mil

One charm of a long Ashing trip is

that the fisherman gets a chance to
let his whiskers grow.

No doubt the generous baseball
fans are willing to give their share
of the rains to the farmers.
A German doctor was fined for calling a telephone girl a camel. Camel
must sound terrible In German.

It's a fact for which we can't be
too thankful that not every year does
the frost antedate the pumpkin.

i

--

'

Ohio.--Striki-

In spite of all the free notices we
don't know even yet what brand of
soap "September Morn" advertises.
Our notion of a truly superior person Js the boy scout, who actually
looks down upon a college, graduatel

one-hal-

If you want to change seats in

the

boat, and you don't know much about
handling a boat, beach the boat first.

Judging by the feats of the Phlla- delphla baseball players, some other
teams could use a supply of somnambulists.
The number of times the will can
be broken by dissatisfied relatives is
la direct proportion to the amount of
the estate.

n

400-fo-

Lau-terbac-

d

For the majority of symptoms of
physical disorders now in evidence,
we suggest the blanket diagnosis "va
catlonitls."
The designer of the Lincoln penny
has Just been married, but a worse
fate should be devised for the design-eof the buffalo nickel.
Not only did a young French aviafly 933 miles from Paris to War-tain thirteen hours, but he lives
to tell the tale.

tor

w

Scientists say the world is not revolving as fast as it used to do, but the
man who has a note coming due in the
bank doesn't believe it.
A Pennsylvania
woman one hundred years old has never worn a
hat. Yet on that account her husband owns neither an automobile
nor a bank.

This being a wide world, there are
plenty of places for the newlyweds to
see.
China la to establish an aviation
school. . The new republic Is deter
mined to have all the latest trim
mings of
civilization.
The bishop who advised 'a class
of young ministers not to be In any
hurry to get married doubtless knew
the sewing circle would attend to

that.

Look out for another boost In the
price of kerosene. It has been found
that this useful fluid Is highly effica
clous In exterminating grasshoppers.
Possibly, their unswerving faith in
a future reward accounts for the fact
that, according to statistics, the av
erage salary of ministers of the gospel
Is (600 a year.

That society woman who advises
the girls to wear trousers as a relief
from tight skirts has no suspicion
that some of them would wear tight
trousers.

d

200-mil- e

('cm-modor-

e

Og-de- n

v

flash of quick surprise. "Well, I'm not
how we deal with uncivil people la
hungry, but you can leave them."
the army!" And throwing off bis coat.
A
"Not hungry?" And the soldier, as ready for a bout at fisticuffs as for
who seemed a little the worse for an encounter of words, the soldier
liquor, but more friendly In conse- confronted the clown. "When I'm
quence, walked In. "I don't wonder, done, you'll sing that song of the stick
though," he went on, closing the door, out of the other side of the mouth.
hanging his lanter above and plac- and think your wicked peasant re
ing the Jug on the ground; "in such a ceived a coddling from his master in
foul hole? What you need, comrade, comparison!"
is company, and touching significantBut the mountebank did not answer
ly his breast, "something warmer than
with words aad the soldier was
flows from the spring of St. Aubert."
still threatening, and painting dire
"I tell you," began the mountebank. prophetic pictures of what he Intend
when the soldier, staring, got a fair ed doing, when
strong arm closed
look at the other for the first time and about htm; fingers like iron gripped
started back. '
his throat, and, for some moments
"Eh? What's this?"
thereafter, although of unusual size
sup"Oh, I took them oft! You don't
and vigor, the man was more con
pose I'd sleep In my white clothes In cerned In keeping his feet than in
such a dirty "
searching bis vocabulary for picturre esque imagery. Then, in spite of his
"Right you are, comrade!"
WA-fizH- S
beturned the other, seating himself
struggles and best endeavors to free
stool himself, he felt his head forced backfore the door on a three-legge-MERRILL CO.
he found In a corner. "But for the wards; the grasp on his neck tight
C0PWK7HT 1508 BY THE
you gave me a start
ened. Still he could not shake off that
girl; her of old masonry, the rod moved slight moment
u
at
the
looked
clown
The
thought you some other person."
deadly hold, and, awards that conscious
SYNOPSIS. ly;
parted
through
then more and more, and the pris
her
breath came fast
person?"
"What
ness was gradually leaving him, his
oner, breathing a moment hard, girded
lips.
"No one In particular. You might,' efforts relaxed. After that, for an InComtesse Ellse. daughter of the govern-- r
you
ladyship
"Speak,
anew.
A
himself
fooll
To
tug,
her
a
wrench,
and
of the Mounti has chance encounter
to draw forth a terval, he remembered nothing; but
the bar, partly disintegrated, snapped unbuttoning his coat
with a pejiaant boy. The "Mount," a email also owe much."
any one! But I dare with returning realization and a vapue
d
Island, stood In vast bay on
a in the middle, and holding ther pieces, bottle, "have been
repeated
clown,
"Much!"
the
say you have had them off In worse
the northwestern coast of France, and
during the time of Louis XVI. was a gov- spark In the dull gaze still fastened the prisoner fell somewhat violently places than this which, after all, Is sense of stiffness in his throat, in a
rough sort of way was prepared to acernment stronghold. Develops that the upon her.
back. Armed now with an implement
peasant boy was the son of Seigneur
bad. compared to some of the cept defeat; acknowledge the other's
that well might serve as a lever, he, not
"Is that all you can say?"
nobleman. Young Desaurac deterrooms for guests at the Mount!"
supremacy, and seal that acknowledgmines to secure an education and become
"Take him away!" My lady spoke nevertheless, paused before endeavor
a gentleman; sees the governor's daugh'You mean?" The mountebank ment over the bottle.
ing
to
wildly.
force
almost
the
fastenings
formidable
ter depart for Paris. Lady Ellse returns
first at the closed blinds; then
Only the mountebank afforded him
'after seven years' schooling, and enter"Yes; take him awayt" With a of the blinds; paused to tear off the looked door,
and a sudden determlna no opportunity thiyj to toast the "best
at
the
tains many nobles. Her Ladyship dances querulous gesture his Excellency put tight-fittinclown's cap; to doff the
with strange fisherman, and a call to
eyes.
man;" with a long strap of leather
arms Is made In an effort to capture a an end to the matter, "Am I to be In- costume of the mountebank covering tlon came to his
"Those especially prepared for the Bnatched from one of the pegs, he had
mysterious Le BelgnWr Nolr. He escapes. terrupted In Important
by
rough,
the
garments
affairs
dark
beneath,
and
Lady Ellse Is caught In the "Grand" tide.
of the Black Seigneur, taken already bound the hands and feet of
The Black Seigneur rescues and takes every miserable farceur, or buffoon, vigorously to rub his face with some followers
her to his retreat. Ellse discovers that you pick up on the beach? To the mixture he took from his pocket. He prisoners near Casque, for example!"
his bulky antagonist, and was Just ris
her savior was the boy with the fish.
"They are dungeons?"
ing to survey his handiwork, when the
Sanches, the Seigneur's servant, Is ar- devil with the fellow!"
bad made but a few passes to remove
"With Jacques for keeper! The lit other opened his eyes.
rested and brought before the goveri r.
the
distinguishing
on
the
closed
had
When
door
of
paint
marks
the
and
I.ady Ellse hag Sanches set free. Si
sexton, we call him, because the
Here! What do you mean?" ex
neur and a priest at the "Cockles." Stanmountebank and the commandant, he pigment, when a sound without, in the tie
prisoners go generally from the cells claimed the soldier, when even the
ches tells Desaurac that Lady Ellse be- turned to his daughter.
distance,
madcap
"A
caused
to
him
desist.
the
quicklime
is
trayed him, but Is not believed. The
the
pit,
and
to
the
power vocally to express further sur
his Excellency
Seigneur plans to release prisoners at the trick!" Frownlngly
Footsteps, that grew louder, were hunchback's graveyard!"
Mount. Lady Ellse pleads with her fath- regarded her. "To have gone Into the coming his way, and, gripping
prise or indignation was denied him,
"
Impa
his
bar
A growing
er to spare the lives of condemned pris"This Jacques
la consequence of something soft be
own and mingled with the rabble! tighter the prisoner grimly waited;
oners. Disguised as a peasant Lady
tlence shone ominously from the prls
Ellse mingles with the people and hears But," shaking his head and then suf- but soon his grasp relaxed.
and
The sound oner's glance; his attention, that of a ing thrust between his teeth;
some startling
A mysterious
facts.
Mountebank starts a riot. He Is arrested fering that expression of disapproval was that of a single person, who now man straining to catch some expected mute, helpless, he could but express
In looks the disgusted Inquiry blB lips
and locked up after making close obser- to relax into severity, "say no more paused before the entrance; fumbled
sound without, focused Itself on the
vations of the citadel, and Is afterwards
about It! Here," indicating the letter, at the lock, and, with an Impatient speaker. "This Jacques what sort of refused to frame.
summoned before the governor's daughter. The governor enters the room during 'is something of greater moment, to exclamation, set something down. At quarters
"No; It's no Joke," answered the
has he?"
the Interview with the Mountebank. As a
the same time the prisoner dropped
every mountebank, rapidly passing an end
miserable buffoon, the Mountebank Is re- be attended to and answered 1"
"Oh, he lives anywhere;
leased by order of the governor.
his weapon and stooped for the dis- where! Sometimes at the thieves of the strap, binding the soldier, about
overpowers guard ar'jdons solCHAPTER XX.
carded garments; In the dark, they es- Inn; again in one' of the storehouses a post of the stall and securing It,
dier's uniform.
"A poor return for hos
caped him and he was still searching, near the wheel. They say, though, he sailor-wise- .
CHAPTER XIX (Continued).
The Mountebank and the 8ol!ler.
when the bolt, springing sharply back, Is not a great hand to sleep, but pass pitality, yet needs must, when ihe
As the mountebank walked out of caused him to straighten.
"Her Ladyship was so good," mures most of his time like a cat, prowl devil drives!" quickly seizing a hand
mured the latter In some embarrass- the apartment of the Governor's
you there, Monsieur Mounte ing In and out the black passages and ful of marsh grass from the ground
'Are
ment and yet feeling obliged to speak, daughter, he drew himself up with an bank?" The door swung open; an un tunnels of the Mount. But," abruptly and rubbing it ove his face. "Anywith that bright insistent gaze of the air of expectancy, like at man prepar- certain light cast., sickly rays once breaking off, "the play that's what I how, you'll be none the worse on the
nee be more within, and beneath the lantern, want to know about! The end! How morrow," stepping toward the lantern,
high official of the Mount fastened ing for some sudden climax,
upon him, "as to Inform me that, de- yond the threshold, hU eyes glanced raised above his head. Innocent of the did it end?"
"while I who can say? He laughs
siring to mingle with the people, and, furtively back at the closed door, and, danger be had just escaped, the round
best " About to blow out the flame,
"I'm In no mood for talking."
knowing It might not be expedient descending the stairs to the floor be- visage of the
"Take the bottle, an' It'll loosen he stopped, attracted by something his
soldier who
to do so-- in her own proper charac-te- r low, he carried his head a little for had escorted the mountebank to the your tongue!"
foot had thrust aside; a garment; the
soldier's! A moment he surveyed it;
her Ladyship saw fit to assume ward, as if Intent to catch unwonted auberge des voleurs looked amicably
"No."
stooped; picked It up. "Unless I am
a humbler costume that of a Norman sound or outcry. But no raised voice and inquiringly Into the darksome
"What! you refuse?"
peasant maid "
or unusual noise reached his ear, and hovel.
mistaken," casting aside his own coat,
"Yes."
slipping on that of the soldier, and
From the Governor's lips fell an his footsteps, as the party 'Issued forth
then donning the latter's cap, which
ejaculation; he seemed about to speak into the street, responded briskly to
had fallen In the struggle, "we are
sternly, but the words failed on his the soldiers' pace. Still with the same
about of a size. And this sword," unlips; Instead. 'Continue!" he said air of strained attention, now mingled
fastening the belt from the prostrate
with a trace of perplexity, he followed
curtly.
Jailer, "should go with the coat." A
"That, I believe? Is all, your Excel- his guard until called upon to stop.
"You are to sleep here!" As he
moment his words, tense, reckless,
lency, except that her ladyship ex
continued to vibrate in the soldier's
pressed the desire the stupid fellow BDoke. the commandant opened the
ears, then: "I'll leave you the
be set at lloerty on the morrow, as door of what seemed a low
Ing, not very far from the general barAnd darkness fell over the
not worth the keeping and
place.
The mountebank started, as expect racks, and motioned the mountebank
Boldly, a little uncertainly, as the
ing now the Lady Ellse to speak; to to enter. The latter, after glancing
soldier had walked, the mountebank,
denounce him, perhaps; but It was his quickly at the speaker and the sol
dlers behind, bent to step across the
now, to all appearance, a man of the
Excellency who interrupted.
ranks in the services of his Excellency,
"You were going to do so? To set dark threshold, and, still stooping, on
"
I
m.
o
account of the low roof, looked around
the Governor, strode down the wide,
him at liberty?"
stone-paveway separating the out"I, your Excellency? The auberge him. By the faint glimmer of light
houses from the officers' quarters, hard
det roleurs Is so full of the scum of from a lantern one of the soldiers
In the sky's
against the ramparts.
the sands, there Is hardly room for held, the few details of that squalidA
dome the stars still shone, although a
them to squirm; but If your Excellency place were Indistinctly revealed:
occupant
small mottled patch of cloud obscure!
wishes all these paltry ragamuffins single stall whose
turned Its head inquiringly at the ab
the moon; on either side no lights ap
and beggars broughtxbefore you "
peared In windows, and friendly shad
"Well, well!" The Governor looked nipt appearance of a companion
ows favored him, until he approached
down; his band crushed impatiently lodger; bits of harness and a cumber
t he paper he held.
at the end of the way the broad, open
"Here is much ado of traps hanging from pegs on the
jjj
entrance between the soldiers' bat
Have you," to his wall, and, near the door, on the
about nothing!
ground, a bundle of grass, rough fod
racks and the officers' row. Thorp, s
daughter, "aught to add?"
der from the marshes close by the
In stone above the key of the time-wqr- n
She lifted her head. Standing In
heap,
arch, flared a smoky lamp, dimly
careless pose, apparently regardless of shore. This last
revealing the surrounding details; but
what was taking place, the mounte- the officer, peering In with a fastidious
the young man did not stop: had
bank, at the Governor's question, shot sniff. Indicated.
drawn quite close to the medieval
"That's your bed! A softer one than
a quick glance from him to her. Al
structure, when unexpectedly aiiothor
though but an Instant his look met my you would have had but for the Lady
tread, on the soldiers' side of the
lady's, in that brief interval she read Ellse!"
entrance, mingled with his own; rang
1
all that was lost on the other two; the
The prisoner returned no answer,
tor a moment in unison; then jingled
sudden, desperate purpose, the indu and In the voloe of a man whose hu
out of time. He who approached
bitable intention, his warning glance mor was not of the best," the commandcame to a sudden standstill; cast a
'.onveyed.
At the same time she no ant uttered a brief command. A moquick glance over his shoulder, only
ticed, or fancied she did, the hand ment or two the light continued to
to be brought to an abrupt realization
thrust into his breast, aa if grasping pass fitfully about the stable; then It
that it was now too late to retreat. A
some weapon concealed there, drew and the moving shadows vanished;
black silhouette, suddenly precipitated
out a lltt'e, while simultaneously, lend key grated in the door, and the sound
across the pavement, preceded a dark
ing emphasis to the fact, he moved
of the officer's receding footsteps was
figure that stepped quickly out and
nbade nearer the Governor, her fa followed by the diminishing clatter of
barred the way, while at the same
men's heels on the flagging stone. Not
ther!
time, a voice, loud and Incisive, chair
"Nothing," said the girl hastily; until both had fairly died away In the
lenged.
"nothing!"
distance afid the silence was broken
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
only by certain Indications of restlve-nec- s
"Then," his Excellency waved
thin, aristocratic hand, "take him
from the stall, did the prisoner
Women Anxious to Serve.
away!"
move.
More than twice as many women as
"And your her ladyship's lnstruc- First, to the door, which he tried
could be used applied for enlistment
tlons?" murmured the commandant.
and shook; then, avoiding the pile of
In the Women's Sick and Wounded
or,
feeling
obeyed,
course!" an fodder, to the wall, where,
"Are to be
Convoy corps, the newest adjunct to
swered the Governor, complacently about the rough masonry with the
the British army. The corps takes
energy of one who knew he had no
regarding his letter.
part in practice drills, makes its own
"You hear, fool?" said In a low voloe time to spare, his hands, ere long,
camp, does stretcher work and otherthe commandant, as he approached encountered the frame of a small win
wise gets practical training for the
the clown. "Thank his Excellency! dow. Any gratification, however, he
"N One In Particular."
regular service. When enlisting the
Don't you know enough? Clod! Doltl might have experienced thereat found
"Then," philosophically, "must I women accepted by the recruiting
But the man made at first no effort Ha offset In the subsequent discovery
"Yes; what do you want?" the an
officer receive the king's shilling,
drink alone?"
to obey; Immovable aa a statue, he that the window bad heavy Iron blinds, swer came more curt than courteous.
which binds the bargain and makes
seemed not to see the speaker, and closed and fastened, and was further
"What do I want?" the fellow -- rtrt "Not here!"
the woman legally obliged to serve
"Eh?"
once more, the officer half whispered guarded by a single strong bar set peated with a broad smile. "Now that's
"Will you get out. or " and the as part of the military establishment
In the .middle, dividing the one lncon good! Perhaps It would be more to
his Injunction.
slderable aperture Into two spaces of the point to ask what do you want? mountebank stepped toward the other of the United Kingdom.
"Eh?" the Governor turned.
"I thank your Excellency! Your Ex Impassable dimensions. But aa If And here," Indicating a loaf and jug with apparently undisguised lnten
Sport Language Is Universal.
cellency Is most kind!" said the spurred by obstacles to greater exer in his hand, "I've got them, though tlon.
Germany is now said to be taking
"8o that's your game?" Quickly the
mountebank In a loud, emphatic tone, tions, fiercely the man grasped the why the commandant should have
soldier sprang to his feet. "I must up baseball, but Is the language fitted
"And bar ladyship?" prompted the metallic barrier, braced himself, and cared, and ordeted them brought "
put forth, bis strength. In Its lettlnf
"He did?" said the prisoner, with a teach you a Ul.tla politeness, nu trleud for it? Detroit Tree Press,
OffjCr
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Jones
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Largely

YEAR.

of

Precious

Output

and

Metals hi ,NcW Mexico i
by
Advances
Copper Prddiidioli

Semiprecious
1912

Pirtle.

Increased

MINING

$5,000,000.

r.

KENNA LUMBER CO.
Sealers in

'.

The value of the mine proindustry duction of gold, silver, copper,
prosperous!
lead, and zinc in New Mexico in
includof
The
value
oilstones,
1912 was $8,i27,9,j. against ?2,-- .
Subscription $1.00 Per Year in
ing hones, whetslones, and 704,813 in 1911, According to
Ady&ncs
produced in the advance final figures compiled
Advert iavinir, rnU's nmdeknown on Application United States in 1912, according by Charles
W. Henderson, of
to figures compiled by the Unit the United Siates Geological
ed States Geological Survey, a Survey. The increases in value
LOCAL ANDPER& INAL.
Legal Blanks printed find for mounted to $'232218, an increase for 1912 were as follows:' Gold,
of !?17,227, compared with (he $21,038; silverr'iUoar copper,
sale bv the Kenna Record.
value for 1911.
The United $5,107,979: lead, 1113,751; and
Joe Hood find wife have States pnduced no corundum in zinC (spelter), $352,579. ;
moved to town. They are liv 1912 and has produced none
Socorro County produced $525-02- 9
ing in the Friek bouse.
since I90(.
in gold, or 07 per
the
1.120,129
fine
yield,
and
State
J. (r. Greer with J. K. Bryant
$230,000 for Gettysburg College.
ounces of silver, or 73 pet cent
confectioner of Amarillo was in
York, Pa., July 10 President of the State output, mainly fiom
town tins weok aipphing the
Granville and his
at the siliceous ores of the Mogollon
merchants with more swei'tno-s- . Gettysburg Collegeassistants
have com district.
Grant County propleted the 230,900 fund for the duced 32,952,133 poipidsof cop
II. U. West, is at (?. T.
week doing painting, college, Th.c tinio expired the per, or 97 per cent of l he State
and general repair 10th. The money had to be output, mainly front the great
raised by that time in order to
work on their residence.
e
deposits of the' Chino
obtain 50,000 promised by John Copper Co. at Santa ftitV, which
Fred and Ed Poely started over I). Rockefellor,
which will be are worked on a large scale by
land this week for Oklahoma. given
on condition that tho col- - steam shovels, (1 rant County
They were not fully decided ege raise
$150,000 and in ad- - also yielded 2,309,732 pounds of
just where they would locale.
union cancel its e it. of $H
lead, chiedy from the .Central
Mrs. John A. Jones returned
district, and the Magdalen a dis
Seven Roads Obey Order.
Wediusday from Flag Siai'f,
trict of Socorro Couifty produced
St. Paul.j Minn , July 10
Ariz, where she has been the
'Khe. bulk of
2,192,793 pounds
past few months with li e r Seven roads operating in Minne- the zinc output of New'?M.exico
sota have agreed to abide by the also comes from Socoi ro bounty,
husband.
terms of the recent decision of at Kelly, although
the Ham ver
FOR RENT,
the United States supremo court district of Grant County was
(lood two room house with in the Minnesota rate cases and
also important in 19,12. '
good well of water, located near the new rates are expected to
The total metal production of
t lie school house.
ho placed in effect by today.
Inquire of
New Mexico in 1912 waAs folJohn A. Kimmons.
Refunds of overcharges will be lows: Gold, $784,440; sjver.
in all casus where proof of
made
fine ounces; copr.
Charley "Walker came in
such
overcharges
are produced
pounds; lead, 5;94,018
Wednesday from the ranch and
pounds;
over night on h's way to
zinc, 13,5G0,G37r'ppunds.
CHICKENS W A N T E D I
"Roswell. He reports conditions want, as many as six dozen two The number of productive mines
line on the ranch. Grass good to three and half pound fryers was 145 in 19J2,, of which 20
and cattle all getting fat.
each week. Will nav 25c each were placers. Thj.ie were
short tons of ore from
a". C. White.
West Hotel
Cell Gets Horse Crippled.
New Mexico sold or traded in
Some time during Wednesday
1912, an increase over
Progressives Celebrate,
night an extra train passed
1911 of 1,119,587 tons; due
of
Prominent Progressives from
ihrongh town and struck P. T.
chiefly to greatly increased op
Hell's horse a id smashed loin several of (he States where the erations at the Chino copper
movement bus gained the
up I adly. The, horse will die.
strongest footluld aieat Brook mines.
Rubie Iledspelh c imo up from lyn, N. Y. today iwrticipating
We have been
'iblv ad
Roswell and spent a. few day m the celebration ot the first
vised
"(he
that
grasshoppers
with his mother and father Mr, anniversary of the formation of
and Mrs.' J. W. Brockmon the the party.
Many prominent now have wings and have scatearly part of last week.
men and women will tell about tered and that we will sustain
no bad results form them this
J. P. White of the I.. F. D. the work that has been aeeom year." We are all well aware
Cattle Co. was in town a few plishe.l by the Progressives in of these facts. One only has to
hours Tuesday on his return different, Stares. Among the travel over the prairie in any
from Ye low House Ranch. He speakers lifted are Col. Roose direction to see that they have
velt and Miss Jane Addams.
reports conditions fine there.
"scattred". The supposition
is thaf eggs are being deposited
1
N
CHICKENS W A T E D
JULY
IN HISTORY.
promiscuously over the country
want as many as six dozen, two 1813 Blackrock
taken by the to be hatched out next season
to three a;. d half pound fryers British.
and that next year is when we
each week. Will pay 2oc each.
A. C White. , 1853 Earthquake destroyed will really suffer This is inevWest Hotel
the city of Teheran, the capital itable if they multiply as they
Mrs. Oscar R. Roberson was of Persia, with a population of ditl this year from the 1912 crop.
called to Roswell Saturday on 00,000.
Now it appears that the inforaccount of the death of her little
1854 New planet discovered mation really needed is to know
niece Opal Crank.
,
from what to expect of the next crop
Her sister Mrs. Crank is also by the astronomer-Hindand how to prevent them or hold
very ill, and later news says she the observatory at Regent's them in check and eventually
Park, London.
is some better.
dispose of them with the least
forces took possible injury to the communiJ. E. Carry of Hereford, Tex possession of telegraph lines at
is in town and community this Magolia, Md. and temporarily ties infested. t If the history of
week buying up a car load of shut, off communication with the grasshopper is known, and
an economical plan 'prescribed
yearling steers.
Washington
for the eradication of them by
He bought the Henry T. Jones
1882-Ba- ltlo
of
who is qualified to know,
Alexandria,
anyone
hunch and some other smaller
during
rebellion.
likely that a great
very
Arabi'a
it
is
hunches which makes a full car.
country
can bo saved
scope
of
1881 G rover Cleveland and
Miss Wheeler Married.
The prairfei
season.
another
Thomas llendiicks nominated
Fred Van Eaton, a cattleman for the pusidncy and
with
alive
them at
litterally
are
e
of near Elkins, and Mis II iz- -l ideney by the I)e nocrals..
this time, jumping and flying in
Wheeler of this city, were nuvr-- i
all directio s. However, not in
fuio
Diaz elected nun.bers sufficient to do matei ial
i 3
very tpiietly Monday tven-iu- g
damage to vegetation at this
at the houn of Dr. Stetson, president of Mexico.
test
of Great Britain time, but quite sufficient to proon East Second street. They
left yesterday morning for their against the toll provision of the duce an immense army next
home near Elkins, Roswell 'Panama Canal bill was present- - season.
d to the Senate.
They covered only a very small
Morninii g News. .
knifp-5harpenin-

'

of All Kinds.

'

carpt-nlerin-

J

FANCY and STAPLE
GROCERIES
-

Pnprleiers ef ihi

KENNA TIN SHOP

.

Liltle-1'ield'sth-

HARDWARE

Faim Implements

Building Material

g

ce-ifo- f

N
'

LUMBER

We make what you want In this line, Tanks, Well Casing,
Watering Troughs. Repair work neatly and promptly done.

$rcs.

immcns

is

g

California State Life Ins. Co.
SACRAMENTO,

low-grad-

Capital Paid up $500,000.

CALIFORNIA

Policies that Fit the People,

RYDER & HASTETTER

--

STATE AGENTS.

Jeff

D.

White President,

Vice President.

Geo. T. Littlefield

THE KENNA BANK & TRUST CO.

k

C)trictltj a home institution

j

,

34,-0209- 04

Your patronage solieited.
Very

respectfully,
w. m. Scott.

.

ihe-e-utp-

vv

11

ate

vice-pre-

lfiOl-Pro-

1

1912-Pro-

.

,

ut

territory in this vicinity this,
year, but what shall we expect
in 1914, as they are now found
in almost all parts.

We have been giving our
readers for a long time a service
of the very best fiction in serial
form, as well as a number of
other high grade features which
we have been able to obtain
through our- membership in the
Western Newspaper Union, an
association of several thousand
of the better county papers
throughout the country. Thru
this service we have just scored
a beat on the New York World,
a paper consideied by many to
be Without an equal in progres-sivenes- s
and one which certainly
spares no expense whatever in
giving its readers tin best the
nvvket affords.
The Nw .York World announces thai, it has secured serial
rights to "Tho Sable Lorcha"
and will begin the publication
of this excellent story Sunda',
July Grh The readers of the
Kenna Record havo already enjoyed this fine piece of fiction.
In Selecting this story we felt
sure it would please and we naturally feel complimented that
such a paper as the New York
World seconds our opinion. And
the fact remains that the readers
.cf this paper had read all the
story before tho readers of the
World got the beginning of itr
Legal Blanks printed and for
sale by the Kenna Record.

1
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I

Bkr.

FOP
no wnl
FAMQL

lHn
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i.

Fresh, Reliable. Pur.
Guannleed to Pleies
Every Gardener end
Planter BliouUl tcet the
minerlor nierluof Our
Northern Grown Beerti.

SPECIAL OFFER
10 CENTS
post lald our
(1

...
...

COLLECTION
SIM
.
.
.

.
ftirv.. Iluili.k
plig.
Olery
1 pit, bftrlf Arrpm-h-- !
I'abhaf
1 Uff. FullerUiilMnrktTaUiio
AUa VI aritftUk Utflt ilwwar ttwcdi

1

,LC.

1',

1

-

Wrlta

tlfty!

picking ni.d
ollivr with

nur

FnM

.10.
IK

lot
. ei.oo

tit

16 rnt to lielp py pMta.an4
to
Collactiun,
th above
ami Initructiva Garden Uulria.

UKKAT NOliTllEKN SKKU CO.
Kockfurd, Illinola
Sc.

1403

Women of fashion are to have
a new shirt for fall, we hear.
No one seems to know whether
the split variety is to be relegated to the background or not,
but tho new designs are to have
pockets. Nor will it he the
pocket, of a generation ago The
pocket 'of our mothers and
grandmothers hiden among tho
mysterious folds of an ample
garment, as difficult to discover
as the combination of a safe. It
Is a long way from that
receptacle to the new
pickets for women like those in
the back of men's trousers
which fashion ha3 decreed a
long way from the most feminine of pockets lo a pistol pocket.
The sex advances.
mid-Victori-

an

CHICKENS WANTED I
want a many as six dozen, two
to tlvee and half pound fryers,
eac'i week. Will pay 25c eac' .
,A , (,'. White,'
West Hotel

r

EXCURSIONS

NOTICE
F.

03924

S

OK CON TEST.
Contest 1485

Fort Sumtll-rNew MCxb'o. JhH!?ii, l"l.l.
To Ne1He H. Stoddard (tf rlllflll, N. M: ('oh-- '
,

f

iloa

inri

II ilw
i

t. fc'J'M

i

ot

you Our

s

vrl.

trial will T

It ml
BrmUufetit

nrt'.l

1

cbt(hii'i
io.,

:

8

testce:
varlo.

t.CiANTIiI.l TO PLKASK.
Write tO'day; Mention this Paper.

Account Itonsovelt County
Rummer Teachers Institute
SEND 1 CENTS
Ar.r (iitUi'i ni (iekin and rcsriva Oila vatmyunfile
N. M. July 21 to Augtfi. 4 tiitx.ilf.tiou
big
of hr.cl
jw..hold Wyttlitf wlfh
hook,
a Iolrticlfr Ucautntl P?dnii(l
10151. Tickets on sale July 19th J.f. tol!i all ahoul UK 4el variw of mjcci, r unt".
to Aug. 4th inclusive.
Return limit Aug 17. Round
trip fare $1.05.
I

Por-tale-

s,

.-

,

Sumlner Tourist Tickets on
June 1st to Sept 30, 1913.

pale

to almost all points in United
States, Canada or Mexico. Full
particulars given at Station,.
For full particulars see the
M J. Johnson.
agent.
NEW MEXICO.

KENNA,

Dr. H. L. Fiscus.
Physician d iSurjccn, and 9rep,

f

She Vienna Brugslcre.
ffure, Jresk S)rugs & "Chemicals.
ll
hinds Patent Sskdkines A tftcek Rem
edies, diathnerii. Rubber ecds and

s

Siilet Articles,
Pienna,

Jf.l

- - -

DAVID L. GEYER
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE
A

Office

SPECIALTY.
iii

Rarhon

'

roswell,

,

L. FTOBERSOIM, 8

STbe Barber

Q

Q

Q

ft

Agent for tlie Panhandle Steam

A.

8 Phon.

No 13

We want the
name of every.
young man who
is ambitious to

Q

mi

BE A LAV
and we want to hear from every business man who wishes
tbat he knew BUSINESS LAW.
lawyora

Writ today and Ht as toll yon Iiotc wa bT saade
at at huadrads al yoanf aim )uat like yon aad equipped
traliilug tliftt has brm of liuiaonse
bailaaas aiaa with a
haaBfll U thsa.. This School, loan dud SI js.n agu, has
who aata passed bai cxasalastlbaj In mi cry slate la
to U. A ilaurCMMdorMKlbrBeueh, liar, and BnslaetWiaim.
Learn short (1) our Complete Co11m
Law Oourw which fits tor practice), and
(a) our Compluto, Praotlcitl,
Buinta
Law Court
tor Basilica Uoa. Find
how
out about tha iow erA, aud
Mj you Ban obtain ft thommfU
1
1 knowUJdga of tha Law whlla
inf your praaent work. EayTrais
gna toaay tor uowni caiaiwa
nates all OTertaa
list al BBMcuful
tkair oppurluaUj3 C H was

!(

IiflTTl j

TUI BPRtnXB COHRKHPOKDKnGI
HOIiOOL OK LAW
401 American ftsildiao ! trait, Clek.

Kotice for rublirntion.
013118

Department

027294

of the Interior,

Iind

U. S

Ofllee ut Roswell. N. M. June 3, 1913.
Notice is hereby niven that John P. Stephens,
of KlUlns. N. M. who, on 0-t- . 5, inn", made II
K 12W, Serial No. 0131 IH for NEW; and on
May 19. 1913, made Add. entry Scr. No. 027294.
for NWH, See. 10. Twp, 7 S. Runt'e 27 13., N.
M. I". Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make three-yea- r
Proof. t6 establish claim
to the land above described, before J. V.
Carroll, U. S. Commissioner. In his ofllee at
Elklns, N. M. on July 14. 191.1.

Claimant names as witneuBes:

W. Uioe, Clarence Morrison. Mary
Jerfrlea. Thomiia A. Williunis, nil of Klldns, N.
M.
T,
Tillotson.
JlSJyll
Keulster
Cleorure

C

KOTICl FOR I'UBLICATIOX.
.

'

Department

-

028.V9

of the Interior,

U. S.
I.ii nd Office at Itoswell, N. M
June 6, I DLL
Notice .Is hereby Riven that Henjaiiiln-C- .
Hharry, of Redhind, N. M. w ho, on Oct. 21,
1910.
made H. K. Ser. No. OUXM. for EM,
Section 20. Twp. B S.. ftaniia S8 E , N. M. P.
Meridian, has tiled notice of Inlentfon to
, mulie three year proof, to establish ulnlm to
the land above described, before Will A.
l'Hlmer, U. S. Coinnilssioner.
in his ofico
near Redlund, N. M. on
NE!. Sec. ir.
Twp. 6 8., Banue 37 K., N. M. 1. M. on Ju..'

.

e

tlve-yca-

post-offic- e

.

KOTIf

Notice for I'uljlloiitlon.
non-cou-

l

F. S.

0903

Claimant names as witnesses:
Oliver Powell William C. Macklin. both of
Elida. N. M., William II. Cooper, Joseph A.
Cooper, boihof Kenna. sN. M.

I'llll.lCATIOJf

Henry, Register.

c.i'.

.M.V.IylK

Sollce for I'uMIratlon.

Interior,

f the

U.

Department of tho Interior, IT. S Land
Office at Fort Sumner, N. M. Muy 10, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Orris F. Nelll,

hereliy given that Iee E. Coliln(
of Elida N. M. who. on July 22. 1912. made
Add. II. E. Serial Nn.n2r.2nt, forNW'i. Sec.
34. Township
S.. Range 32 E N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of Intention to make
to establish claim to the land
above described, befoie Dun C. Pavnge. IT. s.
Commissioner. In his office nt Kennn, N. M
on July 11. I'rt3;
Notice

Is

Claimant names as

John Taylor. Elijah F. Dunn, these Of Hilda,
Route 3. N. M.. Thomas Nichols. James Morris, these of Valley View, N. M.
l
T C. Tillotson, Register.
Jl3-lyl-

NOTICE
non-coa-

FOR PUBLICATION.
F. S.

l

03955

Department of the Interior,

Notice for Publication.
02fl'IH

v..

n-

T.

N. M.

Tili,otson.

Ueglster.

N0TICK

FOR PI BLICATI05.
012378
TJ. S.
7, lOl.T.
John W. H.

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. July

Notice is hereby given that
Ward, of Route .1, Elida. N. M. One of the
heirs of Emallne K. Rlnghnm. deceased, who.
on Anvil 15. 1907. made H. E. No. 11730. Serial
No, 012376.- for SWW. Sec. C Twp 6 S.. Range
32 Km N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of In
tention to mnhe five year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Dun
in his offirr
C. Savage. U. S. Commissioner,
nt Kenna, N. M. on Aug. 11. 1913.

Clnimant names as witnesses:

JitmeS A. Morris, John H. Taylor, Jnmes 1T.
McArthur, (,'lllvin Paeon, all of RViute 3.
T. '. Tillotson.
Elida, N.M.
Register.
.Ill As
Nolle

for PnblirRtlnn.

Department

of the Interior,

021261

I.

8.

Land Office nt Itoswell. N. M. July 7. 191.T.
Notice Is hereby given that Ely A. McCul-lougof Redlund. N. M. who. on Jan. 14, 1911.
made H. E. Serial No. 024563, lor S4 NEW.
34. Tjwnsiip 8 S.. Range 37
N4 slew.
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Proof, to establintention to make three-yea- r
ish claim to the hind above described, before Will A. Palmer, IT. S. Commissioner. In
his office near Redland, N.M. on NE!4 NEW,
10, Twp. 6 S.. Range 37 K.. N. M, P. M.
on August 15, I93.

lc.

Claimant names as witnesses:

James F. Keller. Thomos J. Keller, Robert
D. Turner, these of Redlund. N. M.. Joseph M
T. C. Tillotson,
Medina, of Allle, N. M.

Claimant names as witnesses:

John Schlrck. Chester C. Cloppert. both of
Department of the Interior, IT. S. Olive. N. M. John A. Kimmons. Willie A. Fry,
C. C. Henry,
Land Office at Roswell. N.M, June 17. 1913. both of Kenna. X. M.
Register.
J JylH
Notice is heieby given that Reeve A. Cooke.
of Judson. N. M.. who, on Sept. 30. 1912. made
H. E. Ser. No. 023I9S, for Lots land 2. NEW:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and E!4 HEW. Sec, 30. Township 6 S.. Range
023187
01 KM.)
34 !.. N.M,
Meridiani has tiled notice of In
Department of the Interior, II. S.
Proof, to estab
tentlon to make three-yealish claim to the land above described, be- Land Office at Roswell. N. M. June .17, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that EavI.. Love,
fore Dan c. Savage, t'. S. Commlspk rcr, In
of Elkins, N. M. who. on Jnne 11. 1909, made
bis office at Kcnna. N. V. on Aug. 4, in:i.
II. E. Scr. No. 01KK1S. for SWW. Sec. 17; and
Claimant names as witnesses:
Millard C. linker, Fred W. Davis, these of on Oct. 12. 1''10. made add- entry Serial No.
Nobe. N. M. Louis (!. Gross, of Thornham, X, 023487. for SEW, Sec. 18. Twp. 7 S. Range 28
E., N. M. I. Meridian, has Hied notice of inM. James W. Taylor, of Judson, N. M.
Proof, to estabtention to make lhree-eaT. G. Til.lxiT.soN, Register.
lish claim to the hind above described, before
Notice for Piihlicntlon.
J. F. G11rr1.ll, U. S. Commissioner in his office
(I17SC7
0126S9
at Elkins. N. M. on Aug. 4, 1913.
Department of the Interior.
t'.S. Land Claimant names as witnesses:
Hsrve Dooley, Hubie Falrclolh. Georee W.
June 5. 1913.
Office at Roswell, N. M.
Notice is hereliy given that Charles E. Mice, llcnjaniin L. Cooper, all of Elkins. N
T. c. Tillotson,
Miller, of Elkins, N. M. who, on July S, 1907. M.
Register.
for N WW:
made H. E. 12210, Serial No.
and on May 6 1909, made Add. entry Serial
No.017W,7, for NEW. Sec. 33. Twp 6 S., Rang
nd
It May Not,
2H E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
Congress May
has filed notice of
proof, to establIntention to make three-yenThe severe weather of the
ish claim to the land above described, befoie
I. F. Carroll, IT. S. Commissioner, In his office past, ten. days is getting on
the
at Elkins. N. M. on July 15, l'in.
Congress
1

r

r

I

'

i

0l-(-

Last--A-

Claimant

names

as

witnesses:

George C. Cooper. William D. Smith, Oliver
11. Morrison,
llinjamln L. Cooper, all of
Elkins. N. M.

T. C

.113'yll

Tillotson.

KeKlster.

l

F. S.

09766

Department of the Interior.

U. S. Land
Office at Fort Sumner, N. M. May IS. 1913.
Notice is hereby glen that Edgar L. Graves
of Kenna. N, M. who, on August 4. 1911, Hide
dd. homestead entry No. O'llCO, for yj.'i-Sectio4. Township 5 H., Runge 29 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intension to
Proof, to establish claim to
make three-yea- r
the hind nbove described, before Dnn C.
Savage, U. S, Commissioner, in his office
at Kenna. N. M. on the loth day of July 1913.
Claimant names a.s witnesses:
Harvey W. Fry, Thomas W. Tow, Jason T.
Gandy, Jnson H. Candy, all of Kennn, N. M.
l
Register.
C.C.

Claimant names as witnesses:

non-coa-

live-yea-

J47-A-

4i

U. S. Land
Jleglster.
,11. An
Office nt Fort Sumner. N. M, May 20, 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that Lafonit L.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Cadcnhendi of Kenna. N. M. who, on Feb. II.
non-coa- l
00352
F. S.
t'Jiiti made II, E. No. (Kigali, for SH SW!4,
IJ. S. Lnnd
Section 32, Twp 6 S., Range So E.. N. M P Department of the Interior,May 23, 1913.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make Office nt Fort Sumner. N.M.
Notice is hereby given that Enos M.
five-yea- r
riroof. to establish claim to the
of Kennn, N. M.. who. on Mny II.
land above described, before Dun C. Savage,
06352. for Lots 3 nnd
U. S. Commissioner, In his office, at Kenns, 1909. made Add. H. E. No.
18.
4 and S15W SWM. Sec. 7: and Lot I, See.
N. M. on July 26. 1913
Twp. 4S.. Range ?.f E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles W. Avers, John R. Holm an. John tins Hied notice of intention to make three
A. Kimmons, Joe R. Evans, all of Kennn, N. year Proof, to establish claim to M10 land
above described, before Dan C. Savage, IT. S.
C. C. Henry.
M.
Register. Commissioner, in hlsoffice, at Kennn, N. M.
on the 23rd day of July 1913.

George T. Littletleld, William P. Littlelleld
Notice for Piilillcntioii.
l
06475
F. S.
010841
JobnU Keller, all of Kenna. N. M., Andrew
Department of tha Interior, I!. S. Land I. Smith, of Route'?. Elida, N.M.
Department of the Interior. I S.
Office at Fort Sumner, N. M. June 3. 1913.
C. C. Hen hy. Register
Land Office at Howell. N. M. June 27, TO.".
Notice is hereby given that Columbus G.
Notice is hereby given Hint Joseph A.
Stroud, of Olivet N. M. who on May 20, 1909,
There la more Catarrh In tills section ol the country
of Kenna. X. M. who, on Aug. 17, I9O0.
mud u additional II K. No. 06175, for SV.'4. than all other diseases put touetlier, uad until the Uut
years was supposed to be Incurable, lor a great m.ido H. E. No. KTI I, Ser. No. O108!4. for NEW
Sec. 31. Twp. 4 S.. Range !H E. N. M. P., Me- few
many years doctors pronounced It a local disease and Sec. 11, Twp. 6 S.. Range:" E. N. M. P. Meridian, has bled notice of Intention to make prescribed local remedies, and by constaully lulling
ridian, bus filed notice of intention t make
to cure wltb local treatment, pronounced It incurable.
three year Troof. to establish claim to the Science
has proven Catarrh to be a coiuttttutioiial
r
Proof, to establish claim 10 the
bind above described, before Dan C. Savage,
and therefore requires constitutional treatment.
land above described, before Dan C. Savage
In Ids office at Kenna, Haifa Catarrh Cure, nutuularturcd by F J. C'liency
17. S. Commissioner,
on
cure
Is
only
Constitutional
Ohio.
the
Toledo.
k Co..
in his olilcc at Kennn,
U. S. Commissioner,
14, 1013.
N. M. on August 1, 1913.
tint market. It Is taken Internally In doses from 10
on the blood N. M. on August 13, 1913.
4ropi to a teaanooiiful.
It acu directlyThey
Claimant names as witnesses:
.Claimant names ns witnesses:
oiler
ui
system
of
mucous
the
surfaces
Claimant names as witnesses:
Carl S. Turner, Vance V. Greer. Melissa E.
George A. Ma lone of Kenna, N M. John and
hundred dollars lor any cam It tM to cure, tjeud
(or circulars and testimonials. Turner, these of Kedland, N. M. llaulel I'rot s Schlrck. Clyde 11. Peters, Clarence W.
O.n P. Hutler. James T. Duller, John W.
CO., ToMO. QVP.
Address: F. J. CHKNEY
Pounds, John H. Lee, all of Elida. N. M.
C.' C. Henry,
T, C. 'J'ii.ijtsiin,
(f Hlchland, N. M,
all of Olive, N. M,
Bold by DrUKKlats. J 5c.
Jll-VT, c, Tiij.ot.son, Register.
Take UU FauiUy Fills tor eoostlpaMott,
itculster
Register.
Jl3-ly-

I'roor,
notice of Intention to make three-yeain r.tihll,!. claim to the land above de
scribed, before C. E. Toom., U. 8. Com
missioner. In his office nt Richland J. M. 00
August 9, 1913.
Claimant names na witnesses:
E,mnAl M flarmnn. Tiren7il
ti 1.
e Reemnn. all of Richland.
D. Vol'' T.-

S.

Jilne1 10, tfllj.

f,and Office nt Roswe'Hi N. Sf.

of the Interior, U. S.

Lund Office nt Roswell. N. M. June SI, 1913.
v..ii,., lnlirpbv ulven that Clyde Harding.
of Richland. N. M, who. on Jan. . 1913, made
tl. i:. ser Nn. (ent.i. fur NJS. Sec. 21, I
6 8., Range 35 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied

OW3H4

Deparliricht

non-coa-

CCell

Department

EF0R HiniJCATIOX.

F f,
ostk
noil coal
Department of the Interior. T', . Land Of
tine at Fort Sumflcr, N, Sf, May 17, 1913.
Kotlce is hereliy given tbat Joseph O.
ninckford, of Tlihi( N, M. Route S, who. on
Nov. 7. 1910. nude Add. 11. ii, Per. No. 0H0K6.
IlnnCe, 30 E.,
for SEW, Section 34. Twp. 4
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
Proof, to establish claim
to nrnke three-yea- r
to the I.'ir.fl allot described, before Dan C
Savage. U.S. CojKrt.'ISsloner. n his office at
ciuy l)f Iiv 1913.
Kenna. N. M. on 'be

Notice for 1'iilitlciitlnn.

of Kenna, N.M. who. on Nov. 12, 19n8. made
homestead entry No. 0903, for EH NEW, See.
31. Township. 4 S. Range 30 K.. and on June
14, 1909, made add. homestead entry No. 0W.I1
NW. and NW!4 HWW,
forNH NW, SV
Sec. 32 Township 4 S, Range 80 E.. N. M. P
N. M. on Atig.9, 1913.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
Claimant names as witnesses:
proof, to establish claim to
Silas F. lSeeman, Jumes I. ltctts, John W. make three-yen- r
Stigall, Charles S. Peek, all of Richland, N. tbe land above described, before Dan C
Savage, U. 8. Commissioner, in his office, at
M.
T. (.'. Tillotson,
Jl-A- l
Kenna. N. M. on the 17th day of July 1913.
Register.

FOB

S.
-

0207K1

KOTIC'K

U.

fjind Office at Itoswell. N. M. June 25. 1913.
Mot Ice Is hereby given Hint Iliirilnt II. Mct'ormlt'lti c f Elliltis. N. M. formerly ltcrlha
IVSleeH, widow of Melville M. Steers, who
1907, ftm e II. fc. No
6h Nov.-tSerial
for sfc'i; See til TKb P, S, Range
7. K." N. M. P. Meridian, las filed hotlce of
Proof, to establliitentln ih make
ish claim to the ii'if.ft shove described, before
3. F. Carroll, V. S. Corm!i.Si!)'i, Ht his office
at Elklns. N. M. on An mist 4. 19,3.

.16-l-

Department of the Interior, II. S.
Land Office nt Roswell. N. M. June 21, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Michael S. Blackburn, of Richland. N. M. who, on Dec. 21,
1912. made H. K. Ser. No. 020781. for KH Sec
I. Twp. 7 S. Itnnge 35 K., N. M. P. Meridian,
has H!e1 n iti'a of Intention to make three
year Pioof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before O. E. Toombs. U.
S. Commissioner, In his office at Richland.

(

Interior,

of the

,

last past.
You are. thersforp, further notlned tlmt
the said Hlirvutlhhs will tie taken by this
office as having been Confessed by yotti and
your said entry will be cahcelofl thereltlidcr
Notice ior I'illillcndi.lt.
without your further right to be heard therei01)44t
i H
non conl
n, either before this office or on appeal, if
Oeiiartinrnt of tlio Ihteflor, tl. S. Land yo'ii full to tile In this office within twenty
101
3.
omoe nt Fort Sumner. N. M. May I,
days after the t'Ol'HTH publication of this
N' loe Is liernby Riven that Thomns W. Tow, notice, as shown below, your answer.
"'idr
nmilo
of Keiuift, N. M . wlio, oil Oct. 13, It'll,
oath, speuillunlly meeting and responding to
additional homestead entry No. Oflllf, for these allegations of contest, or if you full
SE!i. Hoc. 29, Township 4 H, Unnce 29 E N. within
tbat time to file in this office due
VI. V. Meridian, has Hied nollre of Intention to
you have served a copy of your
proof
Proof, to estahllHh rlalm to answerthat
nke three-yen- r
on the said contestant either in
('.
Dan
the land above dcnerllied, befoie
person or by registered mail. If this service
Savnire. t', S. romin!sslotir, In Ms nnit'i) at U made by the delivery of a copy of your
MM
J.
July
dity
of
Kenna, N. M. on tli5 17th
answer to the cotlt em tint in person, proof
Claimant names lis wlttiessci:
f such serVicti ttitist he either the said
Jnson T. Gandy. Kditar I,. Graves. Charlie contestant's written ricknUwledrtient of his
M.
H. Wear, Alviti C. White, all of ICennn, N.
receipt of the copy, showing Hit' date Of
C C. Husky, Ueulster.
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by
whom the delivery was made stating w hen
NOTICE-OCONTEST.
and where the copy was delivered: If made
Department of the Interior, U. S. bv registered mall, proof of such service
must consist of the affidavit of the person
Land Office nt Hoswell. N. M. Jui.e S3, 1913.
To Robert F. Chnprnnn of Rantrer I.nlte, by whom the copy was mailed stating when
and the post ofTiqe to which it was mailed,
Xew Mexlcoi Oontesiee:
You arc hereby notllled that Mob' S. Hoop- and this affidavit must be accompnlned by
er who trives Ranker T a'ie, New Mexico.as the postniuslef's rtfcelpt for the letter.
Y u should state In your answer Hid nnm
bis post office address, did on April '29. 1913.
of the post office to w hich you desire future
Hie In this office his duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancella- notices to be sent to you.
q. C. Husky. Register.
tion of your homestead entry Serial No.
June 27, 1913.
116713, made March 1. 1W!
for NWW. Sec. Pate of first publication
" second
"
July 4. 1913.
1r. Twp. 11 S., Ifantre "6 E. N. M. P. Meridian,!
" - third
July 11, 1913.
and as grounds for bis contest he nllexes
"
"
fourth
July 18, 1018.
that said ehtrynmn never made settlement
on said homestead nor established his resi
dence thereon, but wholly abandoned the
NOTICE OF CONTEST.
same.
017720
c 8722
furtlipinotified tlmt ttfc
You are, therefore,
ala allegation will he taken by tills office as Dc!irtTlient of the Inferior, United States
having been confessed by you. aud your said Land Ortife. Rn.lwcll, New .Mexico, Jonc
entry will be canceled thereunder without your 2; 1 9 i . ,
further right to bo heard thoreln. either before To Alfred N. Cordom of Lovington,
N. M.
tlila office or on appeal. If you fall to file in this
ee:
office within
twenty days after the FOURTH Contest
notified
You are hereby
that Charles T.
Publication of this notice, as shown bulow, your TownsencUjvho gives Lovington,
N. M. as his
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
address, did on May 9, 1913. file In
responding to these allegation
of contest, or
this office his duly corroborated application
If you fall within that time to tile in this office
to contest and secure the cancellation of
due proof t lint you have served a copy of your your
homestead entry Ser. No. 017720. made
answer on the said contestant either In person April 29,
1909, for NEW. See. 2", Twp. 15 8 ,
or by registered mall. If this servlco is made by Range
30 K N, M. P Meridian, and as grounds
the delivery of a copy of your answer to the
for his contest he alleges that said Alfred N.
contestant In person, proof of such service must
Corden has wholly abandoned said land for a
be either the said contestant's wr'tten acknowl
period of ten months last past, and that he
edgnient of his receipt of the copy, showing the
has fulled to cultivate or reside on said land
da4e of Its receipt, or the affidavit of the person
ns provided by the homestead law.
by wbo'n the delivery was made stating when
You are, therefore, further notified thnt the
by
copy
if
made
delivered;
was
and where the
registered mfl.il, proof of such service must con- said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confessed by you and your said
sist of the affidavit of the person by whom the
entry will be CitrtaCle'd thereunder without
copy was mailed stating when and the post office
"your further right to be hdurd therein. tilthCr
to which It was mailed, aud this affidavit, must
you fail to
he accompalncd by the postinasfcr's receipt before this office or on appeal. If
file in this office within twenty days after the
for the letter.
publication of this notice, as shown
You should stale In your answer Iho name FOURTH
your answer, under oath, specifically
of the post ortlcj to wlili h you desire future below,
meeting and responding to these allegations of
notices to bo sent to you.
contest, or if you fail within that time to tile
T. C Tillotson, Register.
In this office due proof that you have served
June 27. 1913. a copy
Dale of first publication
of your answer on the said contestuni
"
" " second
July 4. 1913.
"
" " third
July 11, 1913 cither in person or hv registered ini.il. If this
"
" " fourth
July is, rU3. service is made by the delhery of a copy of
your r.n3wer tothe contestant in person, proof
of such service must be either the said con
ivoticr roti irni.icATiov.
testant's written acknowledgment of bis re:
OlO'lTi'i
date of Its
Department of the Interior, U. S. celpt of the copy, showing theperson
by whom
receipt, or the affidavit of tbe
r,.md Office at Itoswell. N. M. June S3, 1913.
delivery
stating
was
made
when
and
the
I
given
Is
Ha
hereby
id,
William
Notice
that
copy was delivered; if made by
of Kcnna, N. M who, on Sept. I, l')6. made where the
mnll, proof of such service must
registered
H. E. No. 9041. Ser. No. 010975. for NK, Sec.
consist of the affidavit of the poi son by whom
2J, Twp. 6 S., Range 31 E N. M. P. Meridiun,
the copy was mailed stating w hen and the
r
Hied
of
to
notice
has
intention
make
post office to which it was mailed, and this
Proof, to establish claim to the land atiove affidavit
must be accompanied by the posdescribed, before Dan C. Savage. U. S. Comreceipt for the letter. You should
missioner. In his office, nt Kenna, N. M on tmasters
the name of the
state In j
Aug. 4, 1913.
to which you desire future notices to
Claimant names ns witnesses:
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
be sent to you.
K1 ert U. Scott, Pink L. Clubb, James Clubb. Dale of first publication
June 20, I'M 3.
M.
Heavers,
all
A.
Kenna,
N.
of
John
'
" second
June 27, 1913.
."
I
T. C, Tillotson, Register.
J
'
"
" third
July 4, 1913.
"
" fourth
July II, I'M 3,
otloe for Publication.
1

8 R.

Department

You are hereby htililirfl thiil Mary K
op. who gives Kenna. N. M. as his pt'st office
address, did on May 21, 1913. tile In this office
five-yea- r
his duly corroborated application to contest
and secure the cancellation of your home-sienentry Serial No. O.'l ftl. made Jan.
for SWM. See. s, Twp. 4 S., Range 30
Claimant names as witnesses:
K., N, M. P. Meridian,
and as rounds for
Charlie E. Miller, Columbus D. Cave, Jesse
his contest he alleges tint you have wholly
Cave, George C. Cooper, all of Elkins. N. M.
abandoned the said land and have not resided
l
T. C. Tillotson, Register
and cultivated It for more than two years
,

-

Block
n. m.

Notice for I"Hliirtknv
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES LAM) OVFICK
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MlliCE FOIl
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nerves of nienihers of
anil one wit of the upper house
said today that unless senators
'are allowed more liherty in Hie
matter of dressing," they are
apt to put through any kind of
legislation for the sake of gel- ing away to the country or
seashore where it is cooler.
Just how the President stands
it so well is a general query
among senators and congressmen. And I lie worst of it is
that Mr, Wilson lias sent word
to his family in New Hampshire
that he will not join them for
the season until congress adjourns. What with thedisconi-for- t
some of the legislators are
undergoing as a result of recent
alleged disc.o.sures of lobbyists,
combined with severe heat,
Washington life is any tiling but
the beautiful dream it lias been
pictured.
Legal Blanks printed and for
sale by tbe Kenna Record.

fc

HEAT

OVERCOMES

GETTYSBURG

r

r3

I

Ons of the unadvertlsed reunions of
the celebration ocoured In the codh
federate section of the camp. A fifsj
and drum corps of men In blue tramp
ed up and down the streets of the confederate part of the city of tents.
They stopped before the tents, play
ed such a fanfare as only drums and
fifes can make, summoned forth the
occupants and shook hands, threw
their arms about, the gray shoulders
and In a dozen other ways showed
their feelings of friendship.
They kept it dp for hours and visited practically every "reb" tent.
Their reception was as warm as their
greeting. '

VETERAN

4

- -

A

.

Iff

9A

. It

Pork
Beans

?

and

Delicious - Nutritious
Plump and nut-lik- e
in flavor, thoroughly cooked with
Libby way, nothing can be more
choice pork.
Prepared
the
"
r i vatue.
i
rt
nppeuzing ana sausrying, nor ore greater rooa
rut
up with or without tomato sauce. An excellent dish
served either hot or cold.
Insist on Libby'

A remarkable coincidence of the
camp was the meeting of two men of
exactly the same name, coming from
Libby, McNeill & Libby
towns of the same name, but in differChicago
ent states. One fought on the union
side in the battle of Gettysburg, and
the other with the confederates.
These two men are John Carson of
Burlington, N. J., and John Carson of
Burlington, N. C.
1- -4
They met by the merest chance.
The Jersey Carson was walking along
one of the streets, and saw a man In
gray. Just to be friendly, the Jersey
man stopped him and gave him a
greeting. It was not until they had
Young women, big feet In white
. It Was a Pity.
They have a wise
talked for several minutes that they boots can be seen a block awayl
boy
In a Cleveland family, and some of
discovered their names were identical.
his sayings are worth peddling. At
Contrariwise.
One bearded veteran of an Illinois
"So you had trouble with your least, his father thinks they are, or
regiment told of an incident that hap- workers in the ice fields?"
he wouldn't tell this one.
pened 50 years ago.
The other day the youngster ap--'
"Yes, they were perfect hotbeds of
proached his father and stared at
"As we rode through Gettysburg discontent."
that last time," he said, "1 remember
him for som.e time.
"baddy," he finally said, "you think
a little girl stopped my horse and said
Ever Think of Thlsf
she wanted to give me a bouquet. I
"Why don't women dress sensibly?" mamma is the most beautiful person
got down and she pinned a ribbon a
"If they did, half the Industries of you ever saw, don't you?"
little purple ribbon to my coat. 'Wear the world would go to smash."
"Of course," replied the father, with
great promptness.
that in the next battle you go Into,'
Again the boy scrutinized his parshe said.
Matching Her Style.
" "We're not going to have any more
ent
"That giddy young matron across
"Gee, daddy," he finally said, "It's
battles around here,' I told her.
" 'Yes, you are,' she insisted. Those the street has bought herself an elec-trlan awful pity she can't cay the same
machine."
thing about you, ain't it?"
hills back there are full of rebels.'
"Of course, it is a runabout."
" 'I wore that purple ribbon through
the battle. I never saw the girl afterException.
Fair Speed.
ward, but I've kept that ribbon, and '
evening
One
the guests were all
Wistfully he gazed out to sea, and
It's back at home in Illinois today."
for a long while sat motionless, watch- seated around the table earnestly
talking on an Important topic. Little
A striking contrast Is seen in the ing the restless waves. Then again Frank came running
in shouting:
to
he
companion,
his
and
turned
fair
menu provided for the soldiers fifty
"Papa, papa!"
took
his.
hand
in
her
years ago and what they enjoyed this
"Hush, Frank, little children should
"Molly," he. pleaded, "will you marry
year:
be seen and not heard."
more
me?
ask."
Once
I
1863
Breakfast Hardtack, bacon,
Frank subsided Into silence and
But Molly shook her head, her
beans and coffee.
pensively sucked his finger.
Later
dimpling
cheeks
fascinating
in
a
Dinner Bacon, beane, hardtack' and
hlB father said:
"Well son, what did
smile.
coffee.
"No, Jack," she said; "for the you want to say before?"
Supper Beans,
hardtack,
bacon
"Just that the bathtub was overtwelfth time this hour I tell you I
and coffee.
flowing."
will
not"
1913
Breakfast Puffed rice, fried
rose
to
his
Jack
feet
eggs, fried bacon, cream potatoes,
Important to Mothers "Oh, well," be sighed, "after all,
fresh bread, hard bread, butter and
carefully every bottle or
Examine
12 knots an hour is not bad speed for CASTORIA,
coffee.
a safe and sure remedy for
Dinner
Fricassee chicken, peas, a little craft like you."
Infants and children, and see that It
corn, ice cream, cake, cigars, fresh
Really First Sunday School.
Slgatu'roof
bread, hard bread, butter, coffee, Iced
tea.
It Is often stated that Robert In Use For Over 30 Years.
Supper
Salmon salad, macaroni Raikes was the founder of the first
and cheese, fresh bread, butter and Sunday school In Gloucester, England, Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatorial
coffee.
In 1780. The fact is that the first
Similarity.
Sunday school was established by
Jackson Whew! That's some cliff!
When the house of representatives Ludwlg Hoecker In 1740at Ephrata,
Johnson Seems to fascinate you.
recently undertook to name a commit- Lancaster county, l'ennsplvania. This
Jackson Yes. That's the way my
tee of its members to represent it at was 40 years before the work of
the reunion of the blue and gray at Mr. Raikes. Mr. Hoecker's school was desk will look when -I get back.
Gettysburg it was found that not a for the religious instruction of the Judge.
veteran of the Civil war sat on the Re- children of the neighborhood. - Among
Her Faith!
publican side of that body.. The only other methods employed he wrote
"My dear woman, are you an altruUnion veterans in the house, three In Bible verses upon cards, which the
number, are all Democrats, and six children committed to memory. Later ist?"
"No, ma'am; I'm a hardshall Bap-tis'.- "
veterans of the Confederate army also he had the cards printed. Mr. Hoecker
sit on that side. In the senate, how- died in 1792, after a long and useful
ever, there are stx Confederate veter- career. Christian Herald.
ans on the Democratic' aide and six
Contradiction.
Union veterans on the Republican side.
"Coining False Monies."
"I wonder that the wild geese Is
As Indicating the passage of time, it
"Blnks appears to be a hopeless timid."
today in congress more veterans of dreamer."
"What's remarkable about that?"
the Spanish-America"Yes; he spends most of the time
war than of the
"Because otherwise It Is game."
Civil war. Nineteen members of the trying to realize on the silver lining
senate are veterans of the war with of clouds."
LEWIS' SiriRle Binder jtives the molter
a rich, mellow tasting 5c cigar. Adv." '
Spain. One member of the house, who
has not seen war service) at all, served
CUBS' FOOD
The Reason.
five years In the signal corps of the
They Thrive on Grape-Nut''Why la Hamlet such a popular play
army as a private, and Delegate
Quezon of the Philippines was a staff
Healthy babies don't cry and the with actors?"
"Because that is a play where the
officer under Agulnaldo "during the
baby that is fed on
Grape-Nut-s
Philippine rebellion.
is never a crying baby. ghost is sure to walk."
Many babies who cannot take any
My heart beats faster tonight; said other food relish the perfect food,
Gen. Daniel E. Sickles. The throng, Grape-Nuts- ,
and get well.
lng hordes who have motored and
"My baby was given up by three
walked and trolleyed to my camp t
doctors who said that the condensed
day have swept their hats off and hail- milk on which I had fed her had
ed it as "Sickles Day."
ruined the child's stomach. One of
Backache
And so I have always regarded the doctors told me that the only
makes life a
burden.
HeadJuly 2.
thing to do would be to try Grape-Nutaches, d 1 s s y
It was on this day a half century
so I got some and prepared It as
spells
and disago that God gave me strength to follows: I soaked 1 tablespoonfula
tressing url-nar- y
serve my country and my maker bet- in one pint of cold water for halt an
disorders
ter than I ever had been able to servt hour, then' I strained off the liquid and
are a constant
them before.
mixed 12 teaspoonfuls of this strained
trial.
Take
warning!
It was upon this day In '63 that 1 Grape-Nut- s
SusJuice with six teaspoonfuls
pect kidney
lost my leg and did my little part by of rich milk, put In a pinch of salt and
trouble.' Look
the mercy of God to preserve thi a little sugar, warmed it and gave it
about for a
Union.
to baby every two hours.
good kidney
r'In this simple, easy way I saved
July z, 1863, broke hot and clear
remedy.
Just as in the early hours today a mo
baby's life and havQ built her up to a
Learn
from
ten sun poured out of a sky but a strong, healthy child, rosy and laughone, who has
"Bom Pti lur
pertrifle overclouded.
ing. The food must certainly be
I had retired
Tells m Slort"
found relief
from the same suffering.
shortly after midnight the previous fect to have such a wonderful effect
Get Doan's Kidney Pills the
evening and slept the quiet, dreamless as this. I can truthfully say I think
same that Mr. Lee had.
sleep that is generally attribute to It Is. the best food in the world to
A Texaa Case)
babes.
raise delicate babies on and Is also a
J. B. Im. ill W. Walnut St, Clebnrn. Tex.,
wi:
Last night I enjoyed Just the same delicious healthful food for grown-up- s
"For four yen
Jur.d mlMry from (rsTal.
wu 1117 ODly rllf. 1 hid Urrlble
palm
kind of sleep. But that Is to be
as we have discovered in our family." MurpblD
In U17 back and It aa hard
m to paw the kidtor
ney aecrattons. Doan'a Kidney Plllaouredmagulok-f- ,
Grape-Nutof a young fellow who at ninety-tis equally valuable to the
aud 1 bar been wall iw aluoe."
hree
Is still ableato read without
strong, healthy man or woman. It
Cat Doan'a at Any Store. B0 a Bos
bis glasses, eh?
stands for the true theory of health.
Many men who came today to "There's a reason," and it is explained
shake my band told me they were too In the little book, "The Road to
"
CO.. BUFFALO,
busy to do so 60 years ago that their
In pkgs.
whole hearts and
Ever
minds
tb
were
letter? A
appear (ram bT
time to time. The
wrapped up In the conflict to corns.
Free
are suntue, troe, and (uU of kiuui A
NOVKLXlSEXCaANGE.OeajUiaOr(aa
latere!.
d
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A pitiful sight indeed la this, of a member of the G. A. R. who came un-

scathed through the three days' fighting of the greatest battle of the Civil
war, overcome by the heat at the reunion of Gettysburg survivors, and being
led off the field to medical aid by a couple of young guardsmen.

WITH BLUE AND GRAY AT GETTYSBURG
Many were the stories told and Innumerable were the Incidents, both
pathetic and humorous, which marked
the great reunion of the Union and
Confederate veterans on the Gettysburg battlefield. Commemorating the
fiftieth anniversary of the most stubbornly contested battle of the Civil
war, fragments of the hosts which
faced each other In that conflict gathered to renew old acquaintances and
to recount the deeds of other days.
Here Is a story which was told by
A, T. Dice,
of the Reading railway:
'
Once upon a time there were a veteran In gray and a veteran In blue.
They came to Gettysburg and in the
course of events and visits to hotels
they happened to meet. They looked
over the sights of Gettysburg and the
monuments of the field. But they
found they must part.
The one in blue lived In Oregon;
the one In gray In New Orleans. They
went weeping together to their station and passed by train after train,
deferring the parting that must come.
Just what they said, Just how they
reached the final grand idea of the
meeting, Mr. Dice did not know.
But, however, yeBterday they finally
decided that the time for parting had
come. The one from Oregon could
not figure how to reach home via New
Qrleans and his gray comrade, while
'willing to see the west, didn't have
the money for a ticket.
They lined upon on the platform as
their trains stood waiting and then
before the crowd, they slowly stripped
5 II their uniforms
and exchanged
them there while the curious flocked
to see them.
The Oregonlan who came proudly to
town with a coat of blue, went as
proudly away with one of gray and
the veteran from Louisiana who boasted the gray of the south sat with
welling chest In his new uniform of
blue.

The camp Is full of unexpected
meetings. Every day brings forth numerous meetings between men who
have not Been one another for many
years. Many are commonplace, but
some are extraordinary.
For instance, here Is one:
I. D. Munsee of Erie county, Pennsylvania, a soldier In the 111th Pennsylvania, was captured by the confederates at Peachtree Creek, Ga.,
when he was one of Sherman's army
on the celebrated march to the sea.
He was being conveyed to the rear
by a confederate soldier when the
union batteries opened fire upon the
party among whom he was a prisoner. The man who was guarding
Munsee was hit and fell, knocking
Munsee down and lying on top of
him.
Seeing bis chance of escape, Munsee lay very still under the unconscious confederate while the battle
raged around them. That night he
slipped from under the body and escaped to the union lines.
"I thought that fellow was dead."
said Munsee, "but I saw him today.
Poor fellow, his mind's bad, and he
didn't recognize me, but I was sure of
him. I couldn't even get his name, but
I'm goin over later to the Georgia
camp and try to find out who he Is.'?

One of the most Interesting places
the lost and found bureau, located under the benches in the
big tent Everything found on the
grounds was brought there and thousands applied every day for missing
articles.
There were at ' least 100 crutches
piled up In the bureau, dozen or so applicants having called for them. Those
who come to redeem
their lost
crutches seldom can recognize them
and most of them go away with somebody else's.
There was one wooden leg also lying unclaimed. It was brought in by
a Boy Scout, who bad found it under
a tree.
James H. Lansberry of St. Louis,
Several sets of false teeth were
Mo., who enlisted in the Third Indiana fouird.
cavalry from Madison, Ind., recited to
jhls comrades the details of his capA grandson of
ture In the town of Gettysburg by composer of "The Francis Scott Key,
Banago.
years
60
Following ner," is here. He is John
Confederates
Key,
Francis
the skirmish Just outside of town aged eighty-two- ,
of Pikevllle. Md, and
which marked the opening of what he Is a veteran of the Second Maryengagement, land Infantry of the confederate army.
was to be a world-famebe had been detailed to assist in carWearing a suit of gray, Key came
rying a wounded officer to the old into town, weak and almost dropping.
seminary in Gettysburg. While in He has been in failing health,
detown frantic women flocked about him clared be was "going to see but
Gettysand begged that he tell of the battle. burg on this occasion or die."
He remained to tell the story, with the
result that he had to spend several
One of the oldest veterans in the
days In following the Confederate big camp is Captain W. H. Flelg of
army as a prisoner. After tramping Houston, Texas, who was ninety years
CO miles over rough country without
of age on his last birthday, February
shoes be succeeded in escaping and 23. During the war he served with
way
finally made his
back to Gettys- distinction In the marine department
burg, wbers be remained till August of the confederate navy. Captain.
in assisting In the care of the wound- Flelg is one of the best preserved
ed, which were boused in the semlu-nary- , men in camp and Is more active than
churches, barnt and public
many of the other veterans a scor of
years less advanced.
In camp was
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WATER CONTENTS

OF PLANTS

Clay Soils Hold More Moisture Than
Good Loams, but They Give 40

Per Cent. Less.
An acre of water equals 115 tons.
Beans use 260 tons of water; peas
use 447 tons; corn, 272 tons; clover.

tons; oats, B57 tone; mljlet, 416
tons; buckwheat, 664 tons. Millet and
buckwheat are often planted during
summer drouths and succeed, but the
above will show that it is their ability
to go after water that causes them to
grow not small water consumption,
as in the case wltH corn, which uses
but 272 tons of water. Clay soils hold
a great deal more water than good
loams, but they will give up less
about 40 per cent., as against 92 pet
centwith sandy loams.
Sand and gravel will give up water,
but it escapes by' gravitation downward and it cannot rise by capilarlty.
as in a clay soil.
It will be seen from the above how
much consideration must be given to
other factors than rainfall, and why
some in regions of heavy precipitation
are always bucking drouth on account
of soil and crops, whilst a man In a
far more arid region, who has worked
out these questions, is doing fairly
453

Natural Instinct
"Why does the average legislature
seem to be so opposed to women vot
ers?"
"Because It likes to do all the talk
ing Itself.- - .

E?

"BE

GAME
1

Don't allow a weak
stomach, lazy liver and
clogged bowels to put
you ' 'in bad. " Always be
game, and help nature
overcome such trouble by
taking

Hosteller's
STOMACH

BUYERS

It strengthens the entire

"inner man" and drives
out all Stomach, Liver
and Bowel Ailments.
Make the start today.

well.

.

Russian thistle and sweet clover are
' two more plants that use a great deal
of water and yet succeed in dry regions, and again we have mila maize
and other sorghums that resist droTrth
by remaining dormant, whilst crops
like corn may be blasted beyond recall, no matter how much rain falls.
A crop of rye or weeds turned under
will often furnish the humus to arrest
and hold water to grow crops on a too
porous soil, but such result will not
occur until the crop has rotted, at
least In part, and rilled in between the
dirt particles.

American golf sticks are the best in
the world.

Chafing Hives.
This troublesome skin affection Is
difficult to diagnose at the outset. Be
on the safe side, therefore, and whenever the skin is Irritated use Tyree's
Antiseptic Powder Immediately and
avoid further trouble. 25c. at druggists.
Sample sent free by J. S. Tyree,
Washington, D. C. Adv.
Chemist,
SAVE THE RAIN
$1 AN ACRE
Its Suggestions.
Plow After Harvest and Follow With
"There Is one kind of weather In
Drag to Store Water fpr Use
which a professional crook bates to
In Dry Weather.
get busy."
"What kind Is that?"
Some men flirt with the weather
"Muggy weather."
why
they
aren't
and then wonder
more of a success on the farm. If
Explaining the Situation.
they would save the extra rainfall, a
Down In the Red river valley secwould be
large- - quantity of water
tion of Louisiana there Is a planter,
stored in the subsoil for Immediate a veteran
of the Civil war, who Is
tiBn In case of dry weather.
profane vocabulary.
noted
his
for
Three or four Inches of rain carNot long since he married, and
ried over from one season to the next everything sailed along nicely for a
means three or four hundred tons r,t few days. But
captain was callwater an acre in the subsoil water ed out early onethe
by a negro
morning
crop
enough to carry a growing
tenant,
who wanted to see him on
through any ordinary weather. It la business. As soon as
the captain saw
possible to carry even more than the negro, he began to
curse him.
this from one year to another.
His young wife, hearing the vioHow can the rainfall be saved?
lent language, stuck her head out of
Plow the field as soon as the crop the window and asked: "Is that you,
has been harvested. If it is spring or dear?"
summer, follow the plow with a drag
Before the captain could answer,
The rains will soak Into the soil in- the negro said apologetically, "No,
or
running
oft
the
surface
stead of
ma'am; dat's Cap'n Johnson." Judge.
evaporating. Fall plowing should not
be dragged; as there is danger of the
soil either .packing or becoming dry ECZEMA BURNED AND ITCHED
and blowing.
203 Walnut St., Hillsboro, 111. "My
The extra expense of following
such a plan ought not to cost more child had a breaking out on the lower
than a dollar an acre at most. Many limbs which developed Into eczema.
places It could be done at a mucn The eczema began with pimples which
smaller cost. It pays big interest on contained yellow corruption and from
the investment, even at the higher the child's clothing they were greatly
figure. While moisture conservation Irritated. They seemed to burn, which
doesn't spell sure cure for crop fail- made the child scratch them, resulting
ure, it Is worth the effort.
la a mass of open places. They made
her so croBS and fretful that It was
Impossible to keep her quiet. They
Feeding Ground Oats.
An expert poultryman says that caused her to lose much sleep and she
when he feeds ground oats he first was constantly tormented by severe
calds with boiling water, and mixes itching and burning.
reme"I tried several
rather dry so the ball will fall to
pieces when thrown on the feeding dies, but got no relief until I got a
board or In the trough. He never puts sample of Cutlcura Soap and Ointenough water in the food eo as to have ment, which did so much good that I
the balls glisten in the light, or to got a large quantity that cured her in
make a sticky, porrJdgy mass which ten days after she had been affected
clings about the beaks of the fowls for two months." (Signed) Mrs. Edith
and gives them infinite annoyance, be Schwartz, Feb. 28, 1913.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
sides often causes diarrhea. In mix
Ing he always used his hands so that throughout the world. Sample of each
free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postthe mass can be squeezed into balls.
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
Reclaiming Old Orchard.
Spectacles Part a Couple.
Cutting out the dead wood and suMrs. Louis Magrander blames a pair
perfluous branches, cultivating and
enriching the ground, spraying the of spectacles tor the trouble between
trees at the proper season, are the herself and her husband Louis, to
principal methods of rejuvenating an whom she has been married 33 years.
"1 need them part of the time, but
old orchard.
he wants to wear them all the time,
except when he goes to bed," she
says. "And he stays up late just to
keep hold of them. They fit us both
perfectly."
The husband's version, as related
In a divorce proceeding at Cleveland,
Now Is the time to fight vermin.
Ducklings need a lot of green food charges that Mrs. Magrander beat him
with a club, the police Interfering to
to do well.
If the nest is deep, you may expect save a knockout, and refused to cook
Magrander wants the
bis meals.
broken eggs.
Overfeeding kills more chicks than court to compel his wife to pay him
alimony.
underfeeding.
Inbreeding too closely la one of the
causes of dead chicks in the shell.
It la well that Christmas and mar
A few onions chopped up fine are rtage ties are both exchangeable.
good for the health of the young
brood,
Put a shovelful of ashes In the bot
tom of the nest box for the benefit ol
lice and mites.
Where outside brood coops are used
they should be moved to new ground
every few dayswell-know- n

.
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CAVALRY CAPTURED

A

FLEET

The Best

Figured In Incident
of War for the Independence of
South America.

"Horse-Marines- "

Beverage

The Llanero of South America lives
on horseback; trades buys and sells
on horseback; and during the war
conwith Spain, the
Llaneros
tributed much toward achieving the
Independence of both Venezuela and
New Granada. In "Up the Orinoco
and Down the Magdalena," Mr. H. J.
Mozans tells of an occasion when it
was necessary for Bolivar's army to
cross the Apure, In order to engage
Morillo. But Bolivar had no boats,
and the Apure at this point was wide
and deep.
The Spanish flotilla was guarding
the river at the point opposite to the
patriot forces. Bolivar was In despair.
Turning to Paez, he said, "I would
give the world to have the Spanish
flotilla; without It I can never cross
the river."
"It shall be yours In an hour," replied Paez.
Selecting three hundred of hlB Llanero lancers, all distinguished
for
strength and bravery, he said, pointing to the gunboats, "We must have
these fleBheraa or die. Let those fol
low who please."
At once spurring
his horse, he dashed Into the river
and swam toward the flotilla.
The
Llaneros followed him " with their
lances In their hands, now encouraging Jieir horses by swimming beside
them and patting their backs, now
shouting to scare away the crocodiles,
of which there were hundreds In the
river. At last they reached the other
side, and sprang from their horses'
backs on board the boats, headed by
their leader. To the astonishment of
every one who beheld it, they actually
captured the entire flotilla. Youth's
Companion.
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homes rom thc famous
FAULTLESS STARCH DOLLS
flnnrl A ton from ton cent nncksces of FsnltleseX
Ktuivh anil ton
tils In tain n (in mrar nOfjtfWOY
end packing) end got jui-- a JUi.uiiein Ann, a. incnes i

and
high. 8nd throe topi from ten crnt pncV
fnnr cents in stamps and ( t M ii JfhoHte Primm or
M lu. Vilv White. lw(lvo inr hen hl"h. Kend tons from
nro cent parkagns if run wiah, but twice as many are
require a. uui mis ad. out. it. win w wwiiwi
place or ore irn ceni or iwn uvu cvn um". vu
one ao win ue acoepbeu wimj uscu
Write joor name and add row plainly.
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THI ICST STARCH fOI

ALL

PURPOSES

FAULTLESS STARCH CO.
KANSAS

CITY.

MO.

mm

HARVEST UOME BRAND COFFEE
PURE, FLAVORY AND GOOD.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

VICTOR BLEND

Took Secret to Grave.

BLENDED ROASTED AND PACKED BY
Rather more than 100 years ego
there lived In a quaint, old world village In Wales a working blacksmith, WHY PATRON HAD TO WAIT
who had managed by some means or
other, to bring the welding of steel to Shop
Furniture Having Been Rensuch a pitch of perfection that the
dered Germ Proof, "hey Were at

joint was absolutely Invisible, and the
temper of the steel as fine as on the
day it left the tester's hand. By his
process he was able to Join the very
finest of sword blades, and after he
had finished with them they were absolutely as good and as sound as
when they had left the factory.
The blacksmith's fame spread far
and wide, and, naturally enough, he
attained a great reputation, but he
made a point of Invariably working In
solitude.
He was offered large and
tempting sums to divulge his secret,
but kept it obstinately to himself, and
when his span of life had run Its
course he took it with him to another
world.

Plea for Kitchen.
The kitchen should be the refinery,
the laboratory, the factory of the
home, and the pivotal point about
which the activities of the home revolve. Costs should be considered
thoughtfully; no scrap of .food should
be wasted. It all can be and should
be used again In various ways. By
buying staple fool supplies in large
quantities from 15 to 30 per cent can
be saved. Anyone wishing to do so
may economize In this way. Housewives must not look upon their art
as mere drudgery. They must bring
education, intelligence and concentration into practice. They should learn,
as manufacturers have, that the best
results are to be obtained In a workshop that is well lighted, properly
ventilated, and comfortably large, suitably furnished, and sanitary in all its
equipments. Dr. Adeline O. Soule, in
Leslie's.

JETT

A

WOOD.

WICHITA.

KANSAS

PILES

Cured without an operation. No cure, no
pay. Fistula and all Diseasesof tle Rectum
cured. Established 30 years. Write for inMILLS, THOMPSON & MYERS,
formation.
in 505 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita and Anthony, Kans.

Work on the Barber.

"This towel," said the attendant
the germ-proo- f
barber shop, "has been
subject to an extreme beat and is
thoroughly sterilized.
"Good thing," commended the paHit new Wliti Striped Msdru
tron.
"This soap has been debacteriallzed,
and the comb and brush are thoroughly antlsepticlzed.
Gm. P. Ui
i Co., Maktn, Trey, I. T.
"Great scheme," said the patron.
"The chair in which you sit is given
a dally bath in bichloride of mercury,
while its cushions are baked In an
oven heated at 187 degrees, which is
guaranteed to shrivel up any bacilli
stimulate the torpid liver, strengthen the
that comes along."
digestive ormans, regulate the bowels. A rem"My word!" said the patron.
edy for sick headache.
lnciualed as a
"The razor and lather brush are
MEDICINE.
"
boiled before being used. Even the
Elegantly sugar coated. Small dose. Price, 25c
"Well, look here," said the patron,
who had been sitting wrapped up In DAISY FLY KILLER
Si
dies, heat, cin. orthe towel during all this, "why don't
namental, convQieut,
you go on and shave me?"
cheap.
Lasts aH
IlklOt, Made of
"But I am not the barber."
metal, cantapiilortlp
OTfjr; will not soil SjT
"You're notT Where Is he?"
I njurt anything;.
"They are boiling hira, sir."
V kJi Guaranteed
effect It.

TANGO

Ide Silver
CbJJar

luffs Wis
ANTI-BILIO-
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Old Love and New Rug.

HAROLD

BOMERB,

t'Zl W All daloraorenl
fcesfiJ5r
oxprtwi paid for
DtsUlb At., Brooklys, K. T.
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Here's the overheard conversation
that made the day seem more spring- THI NEW FRENCH REMEDY. N1. N2. N&
like:
curbs chronic weakness, lost vioob.
"Those people next door to us have Xreat succesit
KIDNEY, BLADDKK, DISEASES, BLOOD POISON,
EITHER No. DRUUOtSia Or MAIL SI. POST 4 CTS
been married a long time, haven't PILES.
poiigrraco. w). bkekman st. new york of lyman sn
white tor prcs book to )r. l.b clero
toronto.
they?"
Meu.Co, HaverstockRd. Hampsteao, London, Kmo,
"Perhaps they have. But their hon- try new dhaqeettafttki.ess formop easy to te
eymoon isn't over yet."
Eis.i.Dcw
19 OH
SKE THAT TRADE MARKED WORD THERAPION
"How do you figure that out?"
BJUT. OOVT. STAMP aVPLXSD TO A1L USN U1NS PaVCUTS.
"Well, it was awfully sloppy last
night. But when he came home she
made him step Inside and kiss her before she told him to go back on the
porch and wipe his feet."
John Sent a Proxy.
"Well, honey, would you "
We are having such a carnival of
THE PHICE OF
"No, I wouldn't! We've got a new
(accordnowadays
In
Cleveland
crime
rug!"
ing to certain papers) that a lady
BEEF
daren't go to the door to meet the
ANT) BO
TJIOH
IS
Surprising Information.
postman unless she is armed to the
cHTHK
a till:.ritlCB OF
"So your little boy is in the hosteeth. It is told of a Lakewood womFor tm rs tha Province)
an that she heard a slight noise, or pital?"
of Albwrta (Western
Canada)
win th Big
Would
"Yes;
the
doctor
said
he
thought Bhe did the other night and
KanchtugOiuntry.Manr
of these ranches UxlhY
have to have his asteroids taken
said to her husband:
are lniinenMoif rain f elds
and tha tuLttla hava
"Oh, John! There are burglars in out."
Ftvn plaoa to ths cultlYstlon of
"My stars!"
wheat, oats, barley snd Use: the
the house!"
change baa made many tbonsands
"Well, see what they want,""grunt-e- d
of Americans, settled on these
plnlne, wealthy, but It baa
Resented.
John, only half awake.
the price of live stoca.
get
"Did you
a fright when you
There is splendid opportunity
"But you inuBt go down!"
get
Dow
a
to
1
"No, you go down. No gentlemanly were married?"
"Sir, do you mean to Insult my
burglar would dare strike a lady!"
Free Homestead
wife?"
Proof Positive.
of 100 acres (snd another as a preemption) tn the newer districts
"Is Smith really in love with his
and produce eitberuattleor grain.
The emus are always good, tbs
wife?"
mate Is excellent, schools and
chnrches are convenient, markets
"I have known him to ask for a secsplendid. In either Manitoba, baa
or Alberta.
katchewan
angel
cake."
ond piece of her
The greatest discovery of modern time.
8'nd for literal are, the latest

THERAPIONilK
THERAPION

mm
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USE BESTO

Mrm. Window's Soothing
for Children
teething, softens the sums, reduces lnflamm-tlon- ,
allays paUi,eurea wind oollclbe a bottlsjtsr
871-n-

The difference between genius and
insanity is that the latter gets three
meals a day.

thM ugly, grUxly, gray nalrs.

U

LA

It cares ecselba, and all skin diseases, In
eluding dandruff. Stops falling hair. All
druggists sell It. Barber everywhere iiae
It. Send for free sample. THE BESTO REMEDY

CO.,

24
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PATENTS

CREOLE"

WICHITA.

KANSAS

Watssa K.Cotemnn.Wub,
Houknirw. litxtfr
6M rstsrauoes,
Bsl rwuiia
IngLon.lJ.C.

HAIU t,KL43INQ.

Pit

ill

lnXormatlon railway rate

to

G. A. COOK.
121 V. Its
or address

STREET, UXSAS COT.

Ml

Superintendent of
Immigration Ottawa, Caaaaa.

W. N. U., WICHITA,

PRICE, SI.OO, retail.

NO.

2S-19- 13.

WAS NATURAL HITTER
Ed Delehanty

.ij

Had "Jinx"
Clarke Griffith.

MANAGER

WHICH

GOT

"STUNG"

ON

DEALS

f

Manager of Washington Ctub Talla
Stories of Heavy Hitting by "Del" ,
and Fast Running by Clar-- J
ence Beaumont.

W

J
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g
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-
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With a winning ball club this year

INap Rucker la showing his real stuff.

If figures count, Manager Tinker
a great team In his Cincinnati

Ifcaa

iReds.

The Cubs are all stars on their
lot The spirit of the old Cubs
gets Into them.

(home

Pat Flaherty, former big league
(pitcher, has been signed to umpire In
the Federal league.
Ed Konetcby, the star first base-Imaof the Cards, In 828 chances
Imade but two errors.

n

Manager Miller Hugglns and Lee
Magee of the Cardinals are both
Cinclnnatlans.
With the exception of Evansvllle,
(which Is outclassed, the Central league
teams seem to be putting up a great
race for the pennant
The sporting editor of the St. Louis
Times says: "Baseball Is a noble
port aa played but baseball Is a
business as owned."
American league umpires who have
worked behind the plate Is games in
which Walter Johnson has pitched this
eaaon, claim that Walter has not
shown the speed he displayed last
Jraar.

7t

Nawi Sarvlc.

Albuquerque, N. M. New Mexico Is
now accounted one of the Important
states of the west,
much of her output being distinctly
of high grade, according to report
made by Geo. O. Smith of the Geologi
cal Survey. In the Ratonfield which
furnished about seventy-fiv- e
per cent
of the production In 1912, the. coal Is
a true coking coal and' most of the
operations are conducted on an exten
sive scale. In 1912 there was eleven
mines that produced each over 100,- 000 tons, and two of these produced
over 400,000 tons. Nearly 840,000 tons
of coal was made into coke.
In point of area the- San Juan river
field, in the northwestern part of the
state, is the most Important. It has in
New Mexico an area of about 13,000
square miles and contains both
and bituminous coal. In
McJKInley county in the San Juan
river field three mines produce over
100,000 tons each, and one of them
over 200,000 tons.
The Los Cerrlllos field and the
White Oaks field are relatively small
in area but contain true bituminous
coal. In the former some of the coal
has been locally altered into anthracite, of which 32,411 tons was mined
in 1912.
The output of coal in New Mexico
In 1912 was the largest ever, made, tbe
production increasing from 3,148,158
short tons in 1911, valued at $4,525,-92to 3,536,824 tons in 1912, valued
at $5,037,051, a gain of 12.3 per cent
in quantity and of 11.3
cent in
value.
The first record of coal production
In New Mexico was published in 1882,
when the production amounted to 157,-09- 2
tons, about four per cent of the
annual output at tbe present time.
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Pitcher Fromme of Giants.
Somebody's big league manager is lnflelder, and Josh Devore; the diminugoing to get stung. Perhaps it should tive outfielder.
be said that some magnate's manNow the question 1b, who got Btungt
ager has been stung. Only the pain Cincinnati is willing to admit that
of the sting hasn't developed yet
Is guilty. New York is waiting
There is the case of John Q.
to be shown.
the astute manager of the New
But one thing every one knows,
York Giants, and Joe Tinker, the
has lost some confidence In the
brains of the Cincinnati club. Mc- - ability of his team to win a third
straight pennant. Otherwise the little Napoleon of the game would have
stood pat on his line-uNext there Is the case of Frank
Chance, erstwhile peerless leader of
the Cubs, now groping in the darkness and reaching out in all directions in a wild effort to lay his hands
on something
or somebody to
strengthen his cheerless New York
American league club.
So Chance offered Hal Chase to the
highest bidder, and odd enough
though it tnay seem, the bids weren't
very high, Judging from the trade the
orange grove magnate made.
Think of the peerless first baseman
going in exchange for Rollle Zleder, a
castabout on the White Sox team, and
First Baseman Borton, a recruit, who
hasn't yet cut his wisdom teeth in the
big show. The ordinary observer
Jumps immediately to the conclusion
that Frank Chance was stung in that
deal. Yet the master of the Highlanders probably has his own reasons
for making the trade and these reasons cast on the scales probably
would cause a balance.
Mc-Gra-w

Me-Gra-

Mc-Gra- w

Ranchman Hanged by Baling Hook.
Carrlzozo. Theodore
Melttle, a
homesteader living five miles from
here, was killed when he slipped
from the top of a wagon on which he
was loading baled hay and catching
his foot on a baling hook hung head
downward.
The baling hook held
fastand the ranchman was unable to
free his foot. He was In a lonely field
and no one heard his cries for help.
It is believed that his head struck the
wheel as he fell and stunned him so
that he was not able to exert his full
strength in his efforts to free himself. When he did not come to slipper Mrs. Meittle went to the haystack
and found her husband already dead.
She ran a mile to the nearest neighbor and had a doctor called, but he
arrived too late to do anything. Mr.
and Mrs. Meittle came here four
ago and had Just proved up on their
homestead.
Mrs. Meittle has relatives living in Colorado.
Surety Company Must Make Good.
Santa Fe. The Globe Surety Company of Kansas City, which furnished
a bond of $20,000 for the American
Bank and Trust Company' of ClovB
recently defunct, In order to handle
state funds, will have to come through
for the state. Recently the state treasurer drew a check on the Clovlc concern for $3,689.74, which check was
returned, protested and ' unpaid, the
endorsement stating that the bank
had closed and was in the hands of
the state bank examiner, whereupon
the state falls back on the Globe
Surety Company to make good the
loss.

Contracts for Nine Months' School.
Farmlngton. The teachers for the
Farmlngton school have been selected
by the school board for the ensuing
Thrifty Ball Players.
Members of the White Sox are said year. With one exception last year's
as they
to be the luckiest ball players in the teachers were all
world from a standpoint of finances gave good service. Contracts for nine
and pleasure during the off season. months have been ordered drawn up
Kuhn owns a grape vineyard in Cali- and signed. There was some little
fornia, Sullivan has an apple orchard doubt as to whether 'or not nine
In Oregon, Bens is part owner of a months' school could be held owning
butcher shop In Indiana, Borton is to the new adjustment In the system
proprietor of a cigar store in a small of taxation, but it was finally decided
x
r
Missouri town, Lord has a hunting that it was possible, and the school
2
i
'
1
lodge in the Maine woods and Clcotte board acted accordingly. The Farm1
has a card In the plumbers' union. lngton school opens about the, first of
Collins is sheriff at North Newton, September this year.
Mass., and Ed Walsh has an autov
Boy Drowns In 8hallow Water.
mobile.
Lake Arthur. Overcome by gas
Naps Win by Hitting.
gas fumes. Nelson White, a
Capt Heine Wagner of the Red Sox
lad of Corsicanar, Texas, who was
says. the Naps do not know how to visiting friends
Rollle Zelder of Highlanders.
near here, was
run bases and their fielding is very drowned in two Inches of water in
Graw became Imbued with the Idea ordinary.. The have been winning an irrigation reservoir. About 2:30,
that he needed Pitcher Fromme, a half their games by heavy hitting, he says just after dinner, the boy told "Mrs.
and half pitcher alway,
the gainJohn R. Nelson, whom he 'was visitNo wonder Charles Comlskey wai ing,
ing of bis need cost the Giant manhe was going out to take a bath.
ager three athletes of fair repute
sweet op Hal Chase. He is a T
was found a half hour afterwards,
He
Red Ames, a pitcher; Heinle Groh, an Cobb of an lnflld
dead, by a hired hand on the place.
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Dates for Coming Events.
Aug-1
Chautauqua Meeting at
Aountalnalr.
Ott.
state Fair at Albuquerque.
October. Pumpkin Flo Day. at
.
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can't
recall any hitter
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Big Ed Delehanty always had some-

left-hand-

HEW

Breaks Previous Record By Mining
3,536,824 Tons, Valued at $5,037,-05a Gain of 12 Per Cent.

(By CLARKE! GRIFFITH.)

of past or present
times who compared with him
departin thla
ment of the game.
Though the big
fellow la gone, his
memory will always live with the
fans, who Invariably aaw some
real ruction whenever "Del" lugged
j his warclub to the
inHWCTWuvi
plate.
The rea
son for his ability to hammer my slow
(ball to all corners of the lot was the
(fact that he was an expert at mauling
It hat style of pitching
and a change of
delivery never aeemed to throw him
pff his stride. Perhapa the greatest
y
walexhibition of heavy and
loping ever witnessed was done in a
Igame played during the season of
(1896, when Delehanty waa a member
of the Philadelphia team. Far bo it
Ifrom me to relate some of the awful
things he did to my pitching, but I'll
gust cite an Instance that will go to
how how really effective he was
against other twirlers of fifteen years
lago. Bill Terry was pitching against
the Phillies that afternoon and "Del,"
watting like a veritable demon, tore
loft four home runs and a single in five
times at bat. That meant a total of
Seventeen bases. "Del" didn't depend
(upon speed to negotiate hia base hits.
lOn the contrary, he made every one
bt them thud against some distant wall
or walloped the ball outside the yard.
Tfo my way of thinking Delehanty was
the greatest natural hitter the game
wver produced. While on the subject
lof Delehanty's
batting performance
lagalnst Terry I'm reminded of the
s
wonderful showing made a few
later by Clarence (Ginger) Beau-tnona southpaw batter, who formerly
"held down a berth In the Pittsburgh
outfield and later appeared with the
boston Nationals and theChlcago Cubs.
Beaumont, however, relied upon his
peed more than upon his ability to
pole long drives. In this respect he
topped all the other batters of that
time, for it is reported on good authority that "Beau" laid down a bunt
one day at Cincinnati and made the
trip to first base in less than three
econds. He established his great
record July 22, 1899, at Exposition
Park, Pittsburgh, getting six infield
bits and scoring every time. Wiley
Piatt was on the mound that afternoon for the Philadelphia club and
Wiley was a
who could
pitch with the best of them at that
time. Soma time I am going to dust
oft my record books and make a thorough recounting of the terrible things
that Delehanty did against my pitching. For the present let it go at that,
fwlth full credit to "Big Ed's" memory.
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Steps are being taken at Maxwell to
run a number of petty thieves out of
town.
.
Alfalfa raised In the Estancla district Is cutting over two tons to the
acre.
The brick plant at Gallup has been
shut down while new kilns are being
constructed.
The postoffice at Mogollon has
been made a presidential office with
a salary of $1,200.
Announcement has been made that
the state fair at Albuquerque will bo
held October
The New Mexico State Sunday
School Association held Its annual
meeting at Santa F6.
An examination for the position of
fourth-claspostmaster at Tyrane will
be held In Sliver City July 12.
Fort Sumner expects to ship 100
cars of cantaloupes by July 20, most
of them to Chicago and New York.
Las Vegas' new fire alarm system
was tried out at the city hall and
proved to be a success in every way.
Rev.' J. W. Campbell is the new pastor of the M. E. church at Carrlzozo.
He was formerly located at Tucum-car- t
s

The Now Mexico School of Mines,
located it Socorro, Is one of the
state's thriving educational Institutions.
Summers Burkhart of Albuquerque
has been appointed United States district attorney for the district of New
Mexico.
A large

representation to the meeting of the National Educational Association at Salt Lake from New Mexico
is now assured.
The Mexican Central Is said to be
in the hands of parties who will construct a through line from parts far
south of Salt Lake, Utah.
Johnny Dundee and Tommy Dixon,
who fought at Albuquerque July 4,
agreed upon Otto Floto of Denver as
the third man in the ring.
J. W. Phillips of Demlng shipped
200 head of fine yearling steers of
his own raising, Herefords to Hereford, Tex., which sold for $30 per
head.
A man named Alvarez was found at
Magdalena with his head badly cut
and his jaw fractured. Enriques Bar-rerwas arrested, charged with tha
assault.
A washout at station Elota, situ
ated a few miles north of Bernalillo,
delayed a ntmiber of Santa Fe trains, '
making them all late In arriving at
Las Vegas.
The museum of natural history of
New York has parties in the field, who
will explore the Farmlngton
section
for relics in the ruins so numerous in
that part of the state.
The. carcasses of many jack rabbits
now adorn wire fences and drift piles
in the Eagle Draw channel southwest
of Artesia, left there by the flood waters that overwhelmed them.
Lawrence F. Lee of 'Albuquerque
and Donald Young of Las Crucea,
graduates from the Yale law school,
were admitted to practice before th
Supreme Court and the United States
District Court.
E. Valdez and A. Sandoval of Spring
er were bound over to await the action of the grand jury under a $1,500
bond each for assault with intent to
kill and commit robbery on the person
of Oliver Tucker.
New Mexico grown peaches are on
the market at Artesia.
Judge David J. Leahy at Las Vegas
adjudged F. M. Chacon, associate ed
itor of La Vox Del Pueblo, In con- jtempt of court and sentenced him to
serve thirty days in the county jail
and pay a fine of $50 and the costs.
There are a number of historic old
bells in this state. There is one at
Taos that was cast In 1863. The work
is thought to have been performed by
some native or Spaniard, who understood the art of casting church bells,
for the tone of this particular creation Is said to be remarkably
melodious.
State Game Warden Trinidad C. A
Baca has received notice that the government law regarding migratory
birds has been changed. The recent
act of Congress left tbe matter of
some changes to the secretary of agriculture and he has ruled that the season will hereafter be closed fTI tiuitlra
between December 16 and September
1. Formerly the season
was only
closed from April 1 to September 1.
but now It la only open durlnv tha
fall and sixteen days in winter.

